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Ex-Cons Relate· Tales
Of Lives In Prison
And Lives On Parole
By ERMA SEDILLO
and

A~BERT

GONZALES

He 1tepped out into the'Texaaunlight, And the cop1Dll stood Ground,
Old KiloWGtt rt.rn 1ixty yGrds
Then threw himself down on the ground,
They might GB well just hGue laid thGt old mGn down.
And we're gonnG rGZe, rue the prilons to the ground.
_
·
(rom Prilon Triology
byJoanBGez
What do you think of when you hear the word "ex-con"? A
rugged-looking, brawny, hairy, muscular character with rolled-up
Scene From 1970 Cambodian Invasion Protest
sleeves revealing his barely-visible tatoo o£ "Mother''?
Now picture a stereotype of a typical UNM student. Bob, Brian and
David fit into the category of the blue·jeaned, long-haired students.
'!bey each served time in penitentiaries.
.
Bob, who is presently enrolled at UNM, did time at a California State
penitentiary for the sale of dangerous drugs. Brian was at New Mexico
State penitentiary and a California federal penitentiary on the charge of
possession of marijuana. David served 15 months in a ·Texas
penitentiary, also for poaeuion of marijuana.
Prior to his aneat, Bob nid he wu .. nonchalant" about being busted.
He said he noticed he wu under investigation for eight months before
By GEORGE JOHNSON
island are dead-maybe poisoned from beer or
being busted by ..long-haired narcs." Bob said the narcotic agents
Lobo News Editor
Annie Greensprings dumped into the dirt last Fiesta.
When the speaker says "can I have your
handed him money. in eJtchange for the drugs, immediately identifed . "Same enemy, same fight. Workers and students
attention," a girl walking down the steps to the
themselves as agents, pulled out their hidden weapons and pointed the must unite. "-SDS chant from the 1960's.
. library yells "no." And no one in back of tis turns
***
guns directly at him.
or $1YS anything~they're reading LOBOs or looking
"1 was busted because of an illegal circumstance," said Brian, who
From where I am standing I can see through the
now operates a local aircraft bulineu. He said the court ruled him metal tripod legs of the USS New Mexico
at Indian jewelry.
innocent the fint time, but the second '6ust, which was in Albuquerque, monument. A young Mexican-American in a
"Fascist," the guy says into the mike and laughs,
his voice cracking 25 watts -from the speakers. He
was a more serious charge,
mustache and army coat is sitting halfway off the
sounds like he's calling out an order at Frank's.
David waa busted because, he said, "I made a sale to a kid. A year . top of a formica folding table where three Radio
"'llte university is a factory,u the Frank's voice is
later he turned me in."
Shack speaker homs are suction-cupped to the
going strong now-just about as loud as the
New prisoners, after being shaved, were clothed in a green uniform. surface. He's flipping a switch on a microphone on
hammercracks from the Zimmerman construction
Bob iaid they later put them into blue uniforms with numbers stamped and off, and 'it's too close to the speakers so it
site. The two·story maze of boards and steel rods
on the shoes.
·•
squeals in J;.hort bursts that echo down this concrete
bu~zes with 60-cycle machinery and yellow plastic ·
He said, ••'!bey also cut a wedge out of the heel of the shoe so they canyon we call the malt. Cables run off the table
can identify you in case of an attempted escape." He also pointed out into an amplifier box that's clipped to the battery .hardhat workers. This place sounds like a factory.
All the noises-the hammers and this socialist
that there are a battery of tests including physical dexterity tests. He poatf of a blue Datsun 200. That's what's powering
organizer's strange and metallic as Cambodia strike
~ompared the initial process to ..being herded around like animals."
the show.
leaders voices sounded during the, student strike in
"Can 1 have your attention please., He's the guy
Bob found the prison environment Cihostile." he added, "I just
1971. Mad·dog student revolutionaries crowded the" •
became anonymous." You're open game to rape. You can't be a loner." who gave me the leaflet yesterday: Every (Gttory is
speakers stand all night, waiting out a 24·hour vigil
In order to ~ope with the inmates' hostility, he said, the prisoner ha$ to our fortress; Euer)l university is a (attory. This is the
against helicopters and teargas policeman armies. ln
have some support from other fnmates.
·
..
student•worker unity rally, on Mayday"'s eve. By
the morning lying cold against the ground they
ul got in fights because I'm white," Brian said. "One time I got comite de 1 de Mayo, the pamphl.:!t said.
heardthrough the amplifiers that UNM was the only
.
.
Comite de 1 de Mayo is positiorted behind the
jumped by 12 to 15 Chicanos."
school to riot throughout the night. It came
Bob said homosexuality is "quite common" in prison. He remarked, speaker table, Two of them are sitting playing with
cracking through on the radio, and someone held a
uwhat else is there to do?"
·
bullhorns, heads framed under th.:! USS New Mexico
mike to the speaker.
They agreed that the food in the penitentiaries Wa$ just above belt. They put the horns to each other's ears and
·
·
whisper secrets.
.
. "subsistence" with *'a lot of starches.''
Two of the seven·man audience got up to leave •
One of them grabs his backpack by the straps and
Brian described the New Mexico state penitentiary guards as ·~piu
"Can I have your attention please?" Member
asses." The JUalds in California were afraid of the prisoners,· Bob said. number three is adjusting the volume-there are
slings his mountain boots over his shoulders, They
walk toward a girl they know who is se11ing organic
"ccln Tracy, Calif., when I was sentenced there .for 90 days," Bob only six members apparent. He's aiming the sound
recalls, uthree inmates were stabbed, one died and one guard was over the audience and into the lunch crowd sitting
sandwiches.
stabbed and thrown off the third tier.,
on the redwood benches that section off patches of
"The intelligentsia have had a traditional part in
They said there wu separation among the inmates aecording to trees in the vast brick•and·cement patio that
the rise or the workers." I see two men from the
race. Brian said in the New Mexico penitentiary the Chicanos and stretches from here to Orteta Halt There are only
physical plant coming up the wheelchair ramp and I
(continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 4) . seven .~r ~ ~n the audience. Two of the trees on our

Same Enemy, Same Fig.ht
Same Everything-Not Quite

I

P.rofessor Involved In IUNM's Watergate'

Same Enemy, Same Figh~ (Fiesta Newsl~
·Same Everything Not Quite Fiestam.ovesint.?_itst~irdday
~
g'
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(Continued from page 1)
think they are going to join the rally but they walk
behind me, climb over the benches and check out a
floodlight in the garden square with the poisioned
trees.
The intelligentsia. Maybe they'll ask me how
many watts the bulb is or if it unscrews
counterclockwise.
'
"This is a small informational rally," the man
with the mike says, looking over our heads at the
crowd who are mostly out of earshot.
He talks about Marx and Engels writing a
manifesto-so the workers would know they are
oppressed.
"Students perform mental labor and workers
perform physical labor. Everyting is run by the
capitalists."
The two guys holding the bullhorns are looking at
the Zimmerman roof where a janitor is crawling,
working on a light that points down to the mall like
a camera. In the 60's I would have thought he was a
spy from the CIA,
'
In the 60's Comite de 1 de Mayo would have
yelled at him with the horns and called to the
construction men to climb down from their posts.

And the construction men would have come at us
with sticks and Oags. Now they just hammer and
turn screws,
·
• After a brief Marxian analytical history of the
struggle against the ruling class, the speaker stops,
switches off the mike and tries to think of another
line, One of the comite members rises from under
the bell and starts talking to him. That lasts about
three minutes and then the speakers flips on the
mike and says that anyone with questions should
come forward, but no one does.
· He says they'll bring the bullhorns into the
audience so we can ask our questions and be heard.
Then he looks at the three of us still sitting there
and turns off the mike. The guy who was adjusting
the volume on the amplifier unclips the wires from
the Datsun and start~> rolling up cables, slow like a
musician in a high school band sad that the dance is
over and he didn't get to play "Rock Around the
Clock,"
"It's damn depressing," the speaker says,
uqamplified now, as he walks to his friend who is
one of the three of us still sitting in the audience.
I get up to go to class...

Allman Brothers, CSNY,
Clapton, Leon Russell?
By CHARLES ANDREWS

which tickets are already on sale offers and satisfied themselves
( $4.50 UNM students, $5.50 that both offers are "very firm."
The Allman Brothers ....•
others). The lineup for that show
"The CSNY date seems just as
Leon (Hank Wilson) is the Steve MiUer Band, Lynerd firm," Hogg said, "and it's one of
Sky n yrd, the Marshall Tucker only l2 dates they 'II be doing."
Russell ••••.
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Band, Boz Scaggs, and the James The date will be July 22, 23, or
Young ......
Cotton Blues Band.
24.
The big catch is the first
The offer for Eric Clapton is
Eric Clapton ..•••
Is this the 1ine·up for a fantasy two-both have been offered for· the most recent, and also the least
festival to top them all, a product the same date, June 21, so the firm-.. tentative" was how Hogg
of my drug·soaked, rock·rotted, Popular Entertainment described it, but with a good
overworked and underpaid Committee (PEC) will probably chance. If it happens it will be in
imagination?
· be forced to choose between the July 7·9 time period. All
them. UNM ticket man Tom tlogg shows would be in the football
Fortunately, no: It's a list of (also assistant to. the dean of stadium.
the concert offers UNM has student activities) said he and PEC
Looks like it could be a good
received recently, since the members have checked on these music summer for. Albuquerque.
opening of University Stadium for ·~~~~====:::::::;;;::::::::::::;;~=:;
concerts.
Lobo Arts

a. Media Editor

today with an exmtmg hneup of
entertainment, Beginning at 11:30
a.m., Leroy Martinez will perform
in the Casa del Sol. He will be
followed by the Star Saphires at
12:30 the Romero Brothers, a
local ~ck band at 2:30, CascaVel
from 4 to 5:30: Stanley Guiterrez
y Los Huapangueros until 7 P·~·
The Mariachi Tenampa Will
perform from 7 to 8:30 and the
Children of Salam will play from
8:30 until midnight.

EJqNrience.Qualifleci-Trustwos lhy
Someone Who Will Serve All the
People
Volunleer Workers Cali 265·3684
.., ......._....
Send Cont rt'but•10ns ..
10211c......,.5.1.
to:

"'· ,.,,

_

Roach Ranch West
120Yale SE

Tomorrow will be called
"International Day," with ethnic

10am-10 pm

Elect
Donald "Don"
Schrader
fQr Councillor in
District No. 3

Handbook
To Fiesta
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I welcome yo(lr specific questions about me and my beliefs.

Call anytime-242·3164 or como to

301 Walter SE (rear basement apanment)
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POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

presents

Robert Boht's stirring drama

Love

·~

I

Trilogy

c

The viny essence of love is present in these
newly designed wedding trios. Love Trilogy, a
unique diamond wedding collection, portrays
love's touch with a classic look of luxury.
Ensembles are of richly textured white or yellow
14 k gold.

From $275 . 00

A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS·

We invite you to see our
conventional and contemporary wedding in·
~

..

11itations.

8204 Menaul NE
Hoffman Town Center

Telephone 277-J/21

By JOHN RUCKER
And ANASTASIA HASHIMOTO
Once again the mall is being
filled by P A systems, assorted
grubby salespersons and portable
latrines, in anticipation of this
weekend's rousing finale to the
annual UNM Fiesta. The avowed
purpose of Fiesta is to allow
students to indulge in a four·day
drunken orgy of rape, robbery,
murder, and other pleasantries
which make university life so
exciting, before settling down to
the drudgery of finals. The real
purpose for holding Fiesta is to
get tbe students into such a
drunken stupor that they
(hopefully) will forget about all
the other "vital services" their
ASUNM fees go toward funding,
not to mention forgetting paid
parking, the athletic fee, PIRG,
Ni.xon, Watergate, and Steve
Schroeder.
Unlike almost any other
cultural event Fiesta presents the
student with a Jarger·than·life
figure-ground Gestalt: at one
moment you sit apart, watching
the Fiesta; in the next instance,
you realize that you are part of
Fiesta, indistinguishable from the
rest of the crowd. The drunker
you are, the more quickly these
moments flash back and forth.
Just !is the experienced
movie·goer knows something
about both .the director and
socio-political themes lurking
behind the scenes· in ~·movie in
order to extract more meaning
from the event, so too should the
Fiesta-goer become better
acquainted with the· cultural,
historical and psychological
background of Fiesta: what to do
and not to do, and how to sort
(Continued on page 4)

Djuric's involuntary retirement.
''The whole issue revolves around the wording of
Section 17 (of the faculty handbook). It refers to
authorization of a statute before such retirement
can take place,
"There is no such statute, Nevertheless, the
regents wanted a decision from the committee so we
are now seeking a declaratory judgement by the
courts to determine the legal meaning of the
'statute' mentioned in Section 17 ,"he said.
Caton noted that Diuric has not reached the
normal reth·ement age. He said the wording of the
section is open to widely differing interpretations.
"What we are doing is seeking an unprejudiced
opinion."
A fair judgement by the AFTC is the re;~son for
its action, he said. "Rumor has it that we are
obstinate or have washed our hands of this case like
Pontius Pilate-that just is11't the case."
He went on to say that Djuric was not the reason
for the refusal, "it could be anybody.''
When contacted by the LOBO, both UNM Regent
Calvin Horn and Vice President for Academic
Affairs Chester Travelstead refused to comment on
the matter, as did Dean Richard Dove of the College
of Enginceering.
The regents are meeting today to discuss the

THE
RUNT
THR€€ HOUR)
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MfiY 15

TODD RUNDGREN
\

in a rare
concert appearance
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the University or New Me:.;tco, and 1s
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Tho New Mexico DallY Lobo Is I>Ublished Monday ~hrough Frid .y e1Jer9
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May 2, 3, 4-8: 15-May 5-2:15
Tickets-53.00, 52.50, 52.00
All Students s1.00 Discount

administration for the first time in the history of
UNM. The Human Rights Commission of the State
of New Mexico issued on May 25, 1972 its finding
that probably C!luse exists of unlawful
discrimination against me at UNM.
"That case is still pending. On the next day, May
26, 1972, the termination proceedings against me
were initiated by the administration.
"It. is still obstructing justice by impeding the
investigation of my case by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), in spite of the
subpoenas and the order of the U.S. District court
in Albuquerque, and in spite of the unanimous
request of the UNM Faculty Policy Co!llmittee
asking the administration to cooper,!lte w1th, and
facilitate the EEOC investigation.
"Any proceedings against me by the UNM
administration should be dismissed, pending the
outcome of the above·mentioned cases and the
UNM administration should not be allowed to
continue its effort to obstruct justice,"
According to Section 17 of the UNM faculty
handbook "No faculty member shall be retired
involuntarily prior to the normal retirement age
unless authorized by statute."
Associate Prof. Roy Caton, a member of the
Academic Freedom· and Tenure Committee,

recoAe~datE~;yignored~b~y~t~h~e;U;NM;;;;;;~co~m~m~e~n~t~e~d~o~n;th;e;c;o;m;m;i;tt;e;e,'sr.re=f=u=s=al=t=o=r=e=v=ie=w=====m=a:t:te:r:o:f:P:r:o:f:.:D:j:u:ri:c:'s:f:o:rc:e:d=re=t=ir:e:m:e:n:t:.====

-More activities and meeting places for youth
ages 16-21
-Increased financial assistance to the elderly
-Citizen's review board for justice and efficient
management for federal housing programs
-Clean industries with better pay and a variety
of jobs

CLASSICS THEATER

.

The current involuntary retirement proceedings
against Associate Professor Jov11n Djuric have been
labeled by hi1;11 as "UNM's Watergate."
Djuric, a member of the Electrical Engineering
Department and Computer Science, said he feels the
proceedings against him for certain unorthodox
views he hold on university adn:tinistration.
He said a complaint he filed before the Human
Rights Commission on discrimination due to
national origin was deemed by that organization to
have "probably cause" on May 25, 1972. The
following day, May 26, the UNM administration
took steps to have him severed from the faculty.
Since that failed, he said, the administration is
'trying to remove him through involuntary
retirement.
"The pending involuntary retirement proceedings
against me are illegal and should be dismissed since
they represent only retaliation against me by thl!
UNM administration because of my formal
complaints about the discrimination against me. The
Academic and Freedom and Tenure Committee
(AFTC) itself found on September 21, 1971, and
May 1972 evidence discrimination against me and
violation of my academic freedom. The AFTC

10% off entire stock
with this coupon

M

The Kinks seem to be wealling
somewhat: Ray and Dave Davies
have formed their own production
company called Kon/1, wftich will
be distributed by ABC/Dunhill.
All the Kinks are expected to
produce for the label, but no
product ltas been announced. The
Kinl1s are due back in the U.S.
after a brief stop in England.
(rom ROLLING STONE'S
"Random Notes."

Of The Lobo Staff

!fl.Usic, food. and other c.ultural
1tems on d1splay and for sale. ~'"
Caterpiller will play from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., followed by ,.l:j
Donald Chacon, Srazada and Red
Weather West. The nocturnal ~
music will be provided by b
Hombre, Latin Express and Wind ~c:l'
and Silver.

ELECT
ALRY
AYOR

This is in addition to the
five·bat1d May 21 concert, for

By MAR'J'IN COLBY
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Ex-Cons Relate
Tales Of Prison

(

Fiesta Handbook
(continued {rom page 3)

(Continued from page I)

whites sided together, while the blacks formed their own group,
The three said the drug racket in priFon was evident-Brian revealed
that the drugs were just as accessible outside the prison as well as inside,
"They (the drugs) were smuggled from outside sources," Bob said. "l
knew one guy who made $2300 in just three months by selling dope
inside the prison."
They each worked at the penitentiaries for a minimal salary of $2-$3
a month. Brian's work consisted of learning to be a farm mechanic. As
an inmate David received money for taking college courses.
They said visitation was only on weekends, allowing the prisoners
eight hours of visitation per month, "Unl!lss you did favors for the
guards," Brian added.
After being released, Brian recalled, "I thought I was doing
something wrong all the time." David commented that when he was
released "it was hard to assimilate." He said, "The people were worse
than the cops."
David added that the variety of bright colors, the 'lontrast between
the dull, grey prison walls and outside life, was difficult to adjust to.
A prisoner must find his own job before being released, they said,
and the prisoner must have a job in order to be released.
Bob said, "They thought I had a job, but things turned out
differently. At that time there was a lot of construction work, so I
found a job there."
Brian and Bob are co-owners of an aircraft business.
Parole regulations prohibit consumption of alcoholic beverages,
narcotics and 'lohabitation, and require that the parolee stay out of
trouble with the law. They said there is a rule that parolees must ask
permission to buy a car or to get married.
Brian explained there must be regular appointments with the
assigned parole officer. ''At first I had to report to the parole officer
three times a week. Later, it was once a week, every two weeks, then
once a month."
Their major complaints about the criminal justice system were the
rehabilitation programs and the length of prison terms.
Bob said the rehabilitation programs in prison were "brainwashing
and not effective." He said, "If they're trying to rehabilitate someone,
then they shouldn't lock the prisoner up."
Brian said the rehabilitation programs within the system fail because
of the people running the institutions. David added, "The prison
officials say they have rehabilitation programs just to get politicians and
t>eople off their backs." He said although there are such programs,
"they don't mean anything."
Prison officials did give Brian an option of serving four years in the
military or one and a half years in prison. He chose the penitentiary,
The three mentioned their ideas for improvements in the penal
system.
David suggested that prison sentences should be "a lot shorter." He
said serving two to three months in prison is substantial punishment.
They agreed that "victimless crimes" such as prostitution and marijuana
usage should be eliminated.

out the artistic milieu in which
Fiesta operates. In its
never-ceasing efforts to inform the
people, th<'l LOBO therefore offers
the following Cl!ltural data about
Fiesta.
Fiesta is as old a celebration as
the university itself, dating back
to 1892. The first Fiestas were
billed as "Bailles" or
"Fandangos," but the name Fiesta
was pretty much standardized by
1902. The early Fiestas were gala
affairs, complete with Fiesta
queens, Pabst Bl11e Ribbon
parties, and the inevitable baseball
game with Albuquerque High
School.
The first foreshadowing of
what Fiesta would later become
are to be found in the year 1912,
when a group of drunken
cow boys seized control of
campus, tried to burn down the
journalism building, and shocked
Victorian Albuquerque by riding
nude through the community on
"borrowed" mules. Needless to
say, Gov~rnor Otero called up the
National Guard and Fiesta was
cancelled for the next three years.
Then came the Roaring
Twenties, and students were again
"running wild." Even the Great
Gatsby kept clear of campus when

WANTED
Artistic freshman
who spells well.
Apply Jour. 205

.>~>.

~·

North's tragic death, coupled ill'
Fiesta season rolled around. It was
a time of hip flasks, jazz babies with World War II and the
and goldfish swallowing ... a fad Depression, served to ke!!p the
which was to have tragi<: effects mood at Fiesta rather solemn -·I
on the 1924 Fiesta. ln this year, until the 50's and 60's, when 01
Sigma Chi member David North UNM polille (back then not t::::71
attempted to set a world's record cleverly disguised with blazers) ::1
for the largest goldfish ever · kept themselves amused by '<1j
swallowed. The fish unfortunately checking students' cups for beer ~l
lodged in his trachea, and the and other noxious substances. ol
• I
unfortunate Greek died before he
(Continued on page 6)
:-=---==
could be rushed to a hospital. An
'<1 ',
autopsy revealed that North had
i
~
•,
in fact swallowed a nine and a half
....
pound carp, establishing
....IQ
(posthumously) a record which
stands to this day. UNM's North
"""
Golf Course was named after the
stricken youth.
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Jigg's Pool Room
Pool Tables, Air-Hockey,
Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball.
Food served exclusively from

Casa Luna

20041/2 Central SE

Across
from

UNM

ANY 5.98 List 3.39 or 3 for 10.00
ANY 6.98 List · 4.19 or 3 for 12.00
Including all
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CA'I' STEVENS
FOREIGNER
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Cat Stevens

HELP

Lelae
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brings you all A&M and Ode
artists at these special prices.

Bob summed up his advice to others following a wayward path as,
"Don't get caught. Prison is not the place you want to be."

1

I

Budget Tapes and Records

The three ex·convicts future plans include entrance to law school
making money "legally," and getting married.
'

-

I

;?
'I§

4.19 or 3
for 12.00

Peter Frampton
Procol Harum
Tim Weisberg,
Grin, Strawbs
& others

3.39 or 3
for 10.00

. Sale Runs Thru This Saturday
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YOU LOCK IT-YOU KEEP THE KEY-YOU HAVE 24 HOUR ACCESS

If you're leaving for the summer or just want to store your winter clothes,

=1 bike, skies, stereo, etc., take advantage of this special offer.
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UNM STUDENT. FACULTY, STAFF. DISCOUNT
!: · 5' x 10' x 8' $18 from May 13-Aug.-31
~
Regularly S12 per month, a $48 value.
Other lockers reg. $9-$55 per month V3 off.
~
Cash in advance for these special prices.
~....... ~ ............ l.l ......, . . , . . , .••••
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Self Storage Warehouse
344·1431 3131 Candelaria·NE

1
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3.39 or 3

3.39 or 3

for 10.00

for 10.00

4.19 or 3
for 12.00

Budget Tapes and Records
4517 Central NE-266-9887
OPEN Mon. Thru Fri. 11-8-Sat. 11-6

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobo~y.

(Continued from Page 4)
ROO!ent Fiestas have rivaled
Trim a I chi o 's dinner for
entertainment . value, Although
some killjoys have insisted on
added protection against rape and
other harmless frivolities, Mario
Torrez is to be congratulated on
planning this year's multi·media,
multi-cultural event.
Beginning Friday, renowned
artist Umbilico Testudo, the man

A Handbook To Fiesta •••

who single-handedly revived the
ancient Peruvian art of Ibarano
(the carving of bleached vulture
bones into sculptured figurines)
will exhibit his work at Popejoy
Center. His most famous iberano,
''St. Christopher Riding. a
Surfboard," won him critical
a c c I a im i n P a r is a n d
excommunication in Vatican City.
Torrez apologized for not
having the annual ASUNM mud

slinging contest on the mall
yesterday (as was scheduled), but
explained that mud is I·O longer
available on the UNM campus.
"Head UNM engineer Heinrich
Humple has at last accomplished
his dream," said Mr. Torrez. "At
last there is not one square inch of
grass or dirt not covered over with
concrete. Mr. Humple has in
addition designed a campus which
could repel Patton's Third Army,
which may· come in handy this
Saturday night." Torrez went on
to explain that the ASUNM
senators had failed to make

I ~---------------~
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Spring
Service Offer

I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

.*Lube Job
*Quaker State Oil Change (Limit Sats)
*Check Alignment
*Complete Safety Inspection
*Includes most passenger cars and
light trucks

I
\

..._

Tensions ...
(continued from page 1)
He said he thought Lavender's
decision to reinstate the position
was a direct result of student
complaints.
Fisher is one of the students
who met with Lavender.
Lavender told the LOBO that
he had been considering
reinstating the housing director
position for some time but that
the recent situation had expedited
his decision.
He said they had a director of
housing "about ten years ago'' but
that the situation didn't work
because of problems with
integration of male and female
dorms.
He cdescribed the present
situation as "bifurcated."

I

1
II

II

______________ J
Expires May 10, 1974
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(Continued from page 6)
drinking is knowing when to stop.
An easy guide to drunkenness is
o the famous "Ortega Hall Test."
Try walking along the ledge at
Ortega Hall backwards, If you fall
·:5' off, you're drunk, if not, you're
~ still sober but perhaps in need of a
S good psychiatrist, Easier rough
indications of drunkenness come
] when you realize that people have
"" been dancing on your face, or
~ when you find that what you
z mistook for your sweetheart's
,.: hand (which you have been
:., holding for the past hour) is in
If reality your own ankle,
Knowing your limit and when
to -quit may spare the heartbreak
of the student last year who
awoke to· find that the "blonde
bombshell"· who was so great in
the sack the night before turned
out to be a large German

:i

contains no artificial ingredients")
reported that burglars ate their
way into his house last night and
ma!le off with over a thousand
d.ollars worth of goods,
The en tire purpose behind
Fiesta is to get roaring drunk
preferably as quickly as possible:
Drugs at Fiesta are generally
secondary, the best rule being to
bring your own. The only grass
sold at Fiesta is culled from Ferrel
Heady's law,n. The acid is
generally too heavily laced with
strychnine, and the only coke
worth having can be found in no
deposit/no return bottles, Fiesta is
above all a beer guzzler's scene.
The in or
roblem with
page 7)
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22-Year-Oid
Experienced
Candidate

Boots!
Square toed
Acme/Dingos .

Having worked for six years in
all aspects of t{le county
treasurer's office including
collections, receipts, and
microfilming, P. T. "Tim"
Eichenberg believes he has the
experience necessary to move up
to the top and become the next
county treasurer.
Eichenberg is faced in the
democratic primary by two
opponents but each of them have
little experience with the job,
"I am twenty·two. I get a lot of
hassles about my age, but I am the
only candidate with experience,"
he said.
• He claims that his opponents
are trying to ride into office on
~ the political alliances they have
made, whereas, he claims to owe
no favors to anyone.
"The incumbent administration
is webbed with political
favoritism, but I am going to end
that in my office.
"As county treasurer I have
rules and regulations to follow,
but I plan to use coml'assiondealing with each person as an
individual. I will be available 24
hours a day, if necessary, to see
anybody with a problem. As it is
now most people get stopped by a
bunch of secretaries and never get
their problems aired." Eichenberg
said.
"I don't view my age as a
handicap. I think it is an asset.
The present administration is
entrenched with years of things
which make New Mexico politics
• famous. With my newness I won't
be swayed by old friends asking
favors, I plan to keep myself
professional."
When asked about what he
plans to do as county treasurer
Eichenberg replied, "handle
money, collect taxes, and make
sure my office is running
smoothly.

Blue denim tops
with
blue rough-out
leather vamps

$23.95 Women's
$26.95 Mens
Open M-F10:10-5:20,
Sat. 11-5

Is Enforced
Director of Parking Services,
Walter Birge, said that paid
parking will be enforced this
summer. If you want to park on
campus you'll have to pay $6.00.
If you're a faculty or staff
member the price is $10.00.
The lots by the computing
center and along Central between
Stanford and Girard will be open
for groups and workshops.

ohn

and

cares •••
ABOUT:

Citizen Involvement
* Long-Range Planning
* Growth Management
* Youth Participation
* Industrial Development
* Crime Prevention
*

:

DISTRI·CT 5
CITY
COU
CIL
.
Paid Pol. Adv, Paid for.by Sandy Cohn for City Council Committee, M. L. Keleher, Treasurer
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Your mother may not look like this chick
:
but ••• , don't forget her on May 12. We :
hove just the gift to pledse her.

Shepherd. The dog followed him
around for weeks.
For those women who prefer
not. to indulge in sex at Fiesta, we
suggest that you make your
unavailability clear from the start.
An idea way to accomplish this is
to wear an inner tube to Fiesta
events. The . inner tube tends to
keep amorous males at arms
length, is lightweight, and being
basic black, won't clash with your
wardrobe. The old fashioned
chastity belt, while discouraging
all but the most determined sex
maniacs, has definite weight
disadvantages, and does little to
compliment the figure. In
addition, when nature makes its
c a II, chastity belts are
troublesome to remove in a hurry,
and this no doubt explains why so
many rusty chastity belts can be
found in Europe.
If you don't plan on wearing an
inner tube to Fiesta, be ready to
do some fast talking in case you're
trapped by some jackass who
fancies himself a Lothario. When
the man makes a suggestion to
adjourn to his apartment, agree to
go along, but add that it'll cost
him an extra ten bucks,
In addition to prostitution,
venereal disease can be milked for
all that it's worth. A potential

seducer can be 1'apidly turned off
when you inform him that you
have to go badly, but wish you
didn't because it burns so much
when you do.
Some men are simply too
drunk to be talked out of sex, and
for these types, women would do
well to fall back on the "old
reliables": a jab to the kidneys, a
knee to the groin or a pencil to
the eardrum.
On the other hand, many
women come to Fiesta looking for
sex. It is possible to get all you
want by running nude into the
Mall Saturday night screaming,
"Love me! Love me!," but most
women agree that it is quality, not
quantity, that counts and will be
more selective.
After se Jecting your target
(preferably a law student or
ASUNM Committee chairman),
your next job is to make him
aware of your intentions.
Anastasia reports excellent results
with halter tops made out of
whipped cream, or such sure·fire
opening lines as "Want to see my
appendix scar?" and "Didn't we
meet in Tijuana?"
Waking up the next morning:
In general, if you can't remember
it, it's not worth remembering
(Hashimoto's Law). Under no

circumstances make inqutnes
3. You wake up to find
about your activities the previous yourself in bed with an ASUNM
night if:
senator, a member of the LOBO
1. You wake up' to find your staff, or Bruce King.
stomach emblazoned with. the
Fiesta is a time when repressed
motto, "Property of Company C, males of all shapes and sizes. flood
lOlst Airborne regiment," and into the Mall to create mirth,
neatly stenciled below it are 200 mayhem, and an occasional child.
signatures.
Foremost among sexually·
2. You wake up covered with oppressed minorities are the
wool and find a ram nestled chemistry majors, who
beside you.
(continued on page 8)

ACTION

We have openings now overseas for qualified persons who want to help others in u
meaningful way. There are 700 programs in 69 countries around the world where your
skills and experience are earnestly needed. Living allowance. medical care. transportation

~

·-

Now open for business!
*Silver sheet & wire
*Turquoise (rough & cut)
*Jewelry Making Tools
·*findings
*Lapidary Supplies
All Wholesale Prices!

carts,

515 WYOMING SE

We need:
Secondary Education Elementary Education
Biology Mnth
To learn if you qualify call Peace Corps. SOS·243-71J7

Unequalled oppor1unlly employer.

The decision yo~ make on May 7th will influence the next 4 years of your life. On that day
many men will seek the office of Mayor of
Albuquerque. Only one man has the experience
and professionalism to combat poverty and
unemployment, .the courage to attack drug
abuse and crime, the leadership to balance the
city's growth with environmental protections,
· and the conviction to eliminate secrecy in city
government.

That man is:

DAVID
1!01

Paid by Davfd Rusk lor Mayor Cbmm., C. J, Baea, Tteas•

TELEPHONE 268-4480

ALL INDIAN SUPPLY

,.llh the Peoce Corps
Do something that makes sense today.

roa

gJ~Cf!J--~p.
.:
.
..: 6605 M~NAUL NE .JEWELERS
..
(across Mcnaul frotti Coronado Center)
.......................................................................................
..
BLVD ••
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Denim

I
I
I
I
I
I
Summer
I
I Paid Parking

I

$3~~po;mment
4601 Central NE
255-5572

I
II
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quorum for the event the past
three years in a row.
To replace the mud slinging,
ASUNM Chief Justice Barbara
"Neither this body or ASUNM
Senate has no authority on this
matter" Simmons will attempt to
construct a simple sentence in
English, )failing, this, Ms. Simmons
will place a restraining order on
Fiesta.
Due to circumstances beyond
anyone's control, Dave Sheba's
famous Zucchini House will not
be on display this year. Sheba, the
foremost proponent of organic
housing in the U.S. (at a lecture at
UNM last November, Sheba
stated, '
Zuccini House is
cheap,
easy to
and

....
...

A Guide To Fiesta • • •

Spiro Agnew Disbarred By Court

(Conlf4JJ1ed from page 7)

upperclassmen will remember for
for their famous "Practice makes
perfect" campaign of two years
ago. The week before Fiesta, the
chemistry majors all appe<~red in
the SUB weadng T·shirts'
emblazoned with a rather lewd
picture of a duck mating with a
rabbit surrounded by the motto
''Practice Makes Perfect." The
campaign was a dismal failure, and
Anastasia wryly notes that the
participants were perhaps
experimenting with the wrong
equipment.
·
It is not our place to coach the
fledgling seducer on clever
gambits, but it should be pointed
out that the wit who coined the
phrase, "a bird in the hand is
worth two in the bush" obviously

never met Anastasia Hashimoto!
Two techniques have recently
been developed which can turn
any man (yes, even a chemistry
major) into a walking sex
machine. The first, developed by
an obscure geology student,
involves imitating a famous
personality. A recent test by a
LOBO staffer confirmed that this
method has merit. Filling his
cheeks with ·cotton and adopting a
hoarse Italian accent, our man
succeeded in convincing several
young ladies that he was indeed
Marlon Brando. The only
difficulty encountered was in
getting rid of the cotton (essential
if you pl11n on engaging in oral sex
or even kissing, but frankly, why
bother?).

:?

Yet another method, a winne~
for many years for a certain
fraternity, which will remain
unmentioned (Hint: it begins with
the Jetter "S"), is to throw
convention aside and go after
your· intended victim with a
baseball b01t, We are informed by
sources in the fraternity that the
sexual performance of an
unconscious versus an intoxicated
sorority girl is approximately the
same.
,
No matter which method is
used, one can't deny that a wild
night at Fiesta beats sitting at
home playing with your test tube.
As a last resort, Anastasia wishlls
to remind all males on campus to
call 247·1675 for the time of your
life.

ANNAPOLIS, MD.
(UPI)-Former Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew was disbarred
Thursday by the Maryland Court
of Appeals because he was "so
morally 'obtuse" that he
consciously cheated the
government, violated his oath and
failed. to see his duty to act
honestly in all matters.
The disbarment proceedings
came as the result of Agnew's no
contest plea to evading $13,551 in
federal income taxes in 1967 last
Oct, 10 when he also resigned the
vice presidency, rather than face
charges of accepting illegal
payments while a local official,
governor and vice president.
He was fined $10,000 and
placed on three years

unsupervised probation •
On Dec. 18 Agnew asked a
special three judge panel
appointed to hear the disbarment
case "not to strip me of my
livelihood," and said he should
not be treated differently from
other lawyers just because he had
been a public official.
But the panel disagreed and
recommended .that· his right to
practice law be revoked by the
Court of Appeals, the final arbiter
in such matters.
On Thursday the high court
ordered Agnew disbarred, saying
that· Maryland court decisions
required them to disbar "as a
matter of course" any lawyer' who
"is shown to be willfully
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Entire Motown-Tamla-Gt!trdy-Soui-Rare Earth Catalog

Of The Lobo Staff

Looking into exorbitant rents
and slum conditions would be the
goal of Joe Carrara if he is elected
counciJlor of District 3.
District three runs roughly
from the railroad tracks to Girard,
then north and south from
Menaul to the airport.
Carraro, the owner of the pizza

place by the same name, said,
"One of the first things I want to
look into is housing. I think we
have to pass certain ordinances
and regulations that concern
rental price increases and the
livable conditions of housing,"
He said he feels rents in the
university district are too high and
houses are in great need of repair.
Carrara said the city needs "to

•

AFRICAN AND OTHER ETHNIC SONGS AND
DANCES, exotic foods and arts and crafts will all
be part of UNM's International Festival, Saturday
(May 4) in the Student Union Ballroom.
Participating in the free event, above from left, are
UNM students Beverly Vaughn, Vanessa Maria
Jones, Enrique Santamaria, Christina Houston,. and
Vanessa Jones.

have a very controlled and limited
growth."
·
In the area of crime, he said,
"We have to look at the source.
We have to set up drug addiction
programs and halfway houses for
transients."
"Money is a major pwblem
that would solve the city's
problems," he said. "You have to
realize there's a Jot of mon\!Y in
city government, it's just not
being used efficiently."
Carrara graduated from UNM
as a political science major, and he
is a former stockbroker and
financial consultant.
"There are going to be buses
going from the dorms to the Civic
Auditorium on election day. I(
anyone needs a ride, they can call
me. There's no r.eason every
registered voter can't participate
in this election." he said.
Carrara also said he "would like
to set up a board that can act as a
Jiason for community and
university activities."
He feels there needs to be more
community involvement from the
university's sstandpoint. "I want
to see that the university
community has representation,"
he said.
Carraro said he is for
"decentralization of city
government." He said even though
he is a local business owner, he
would be a full-time councilman.
He said he feels he can win the
election if he could get a block
support from the community.

'

•

Vote for a Full-Time
Councillor·
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Luther Allison

Stevie Wonder

O.S.T.
7.98 List

5. 98 List

5.98 List

2-L'p

District 3

•

I

The Albuquerque

Eddie Kendricks

Smokey Robinson

Action not Promises..

6.98 List

5.98 List

439

Diana & Marvin
5.98 List

339

::>.

•

OPERA THEATER

•

POPEJOY
HALL
.__ _ __ . AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Present

Marvin Gaye

Giacomo Puccini's
Romantic Opera

9.98 List
3-Lp

LA BOHEME
CALL:

82.\- ~:52.7

-rt/\la

SGHOo(

...•

Telephone 277-3121

•

·'

599

Sat. 10-6

Willie Hutch O.S.T.
6.98 List

439
THE MUSIC PEOPLE

Largest selection
Convenient hours
Sun. 12-6
Tue.~ Wed., Thurs. 10-6
Everyday low prices
Every LP & tape guaranteed new
4514 Central Ave. SE
Expert salespeople to help you
266-5924
MasterCharge
1/4 Miles East of UNM Next to K&B
Mon. 10-9

Wed., Thurs., May 15, 16-8: 15 P.M.
Tickets s6.50, 5.50, 3.50
Students $1.00 off$3.50 Tickets

SK"·HA~K
r~

New Hours:

In English

MOTOWN

On Sale May 3rd through May lith

Rents, Slums Concern Candidate
By DICK KELLEHER
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Open Letter To Wollman
Dean Wollman:
During the past two years, I have been active in many student
organizations.
.
My main concern has to do with the current controversy over Pat
McNamara's tenure status. I have taken quite a few courses in the
Sociology Department. Pat McNamara has been the best professor I
have had in the Sociology Department. Pat is an excellent professor
who is fair and honest. He makes his classes interesting to a point where
a st~dent feels a loss if he/she misses a class; he inspires his students to
work. His main concern in the classroom is the student.
If we lose Professor Pat McNamara, it will be one of the beiggest
losses this UniversitY will ever see. He is here to teach, and he does an
outstanding job. For the students' sake, grant Pat McNamara tenure.
Kit Goodfriend .
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One Race Is No More To Blame T)lan Another

Zapatera Meant To Be Farcical
In the Lobo for yesterday an article by Jeffrey Hudson severely pans
the current production of "Zapatera."
What did Mr. Hudson expect? Does he know anything at all about
the theatre? About Spain? Or even anything about people? Does he
expect a little Spanish shoemaker to resemble Matt Di lion?
"Zapatera" is a farce not a serious melodrama. The costumes, which
are truly magnificent, and decor are meant to be fanciful.

....."
.....

It is true that the child flubs his lines occasionally, but this is
appropriate
to the part-after all, he is supposed to be a child. However,
g:,
position
while singing the "Butterfly Song" seemed stilted to me,
his
~
and I wish this could be improved somehow.
I thought all the other performances excellent, except for difficulty
occasionally to hear the actors spoken Wbrds over the orchestra. All the
singing was clearly audible to me. Perhaps this was because I was paying
attention to what was going on on stage, and not making cracks to my
friends, or to the aduience at large. (Such behavior is very rud~, Mr.
Hudson.)

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Last Monday, after five months of captivity, American oil executive
Victor E. Samuelson was released when Esso, a subsidiary of Exxon
Corp., paid a record $14.2 million ransom to the People's
Revolutionary Army (ERP), a Brazilian leftist group.
The release came as a footnote to the widely publicized political
kidnappings that have taken place in the last few months.
In America the Symbionese l:iberation Army's abduction of Patricia
Hearst has been compared to the tactics of other South American leftist
groups such as the ERP and the Uruguayan Tupamaros.
This is unfortunate. The differe'hCe between the SLA and ERP is a
study of the contrast between political sophistication and political
desperation. One verges on the politically pragmatic, the other on
anarchism.
In ERP's actions, an agent of foreign economic imperialism was held
as hostage not to his family, but to his employer, Esso, which is
responsible for financially supporting the fascist regime in Brarll.
The reasoning behind ERP's move was easy to comprehend; the
demands were simple, and were quickly met by Esso. ERP's actions
were positively effective in a revolutionary fashion.
The SLA, on the other hand, has been counterrevolutionary,
weakening an already crippled American left wing movement.
The SLA is a self·appciinted terrorist group representing no
conceivable political faction.
The SLA murder'of Marcus Foster (the first black superintendent of
schools , in Oakland's history) was at best based on very confused,
self·defeating, reasoning.
Not a single communitY group had called for his resignation, not to
mention his death. Nevertheless the SLA issued their sentence: death.
They carried it out and the next day, after the murder they issued
their verdict: guiltY for charges that weren't even remotely realistic.
Then, as if this wasn't enough to have them denounced by every left
wing group in the U.S., the S LA kidnapped Patricia Hearst. The only
thing this bizarre maneuver accomplished was a mismanaged effort to
carry out an impossible demand: one week in which to organize a
distribution of 'S70 worth of food for all people in California with
welfare cards, social security pension cards, food stamp cards, disabled
veteran cards, medical cards, parole or probation papers, and jail or
release slips.
The impracticalitY of such a demand was a cause for wonder on
the part of those who still retained faith in the political motivation of
the SLA.
The lack of moralitY demonstrated by the SLA calls for a regrouping
of the left in America, a left with the cohesion and purpose of a
political movement that expresses a moral gaal for a country steeped in
violence and corruption.
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The SLA:
An
Immoral
.
New Left
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Letters .

'MY NAME IS JOHN DEAN AND I DEMAND EQUAL TIMEII!'

To the Editor:
This is in response to the article
of Wednesday, May 1, regar·ding
the Indians' call for an
investigation of the murders in
Farmington. In reference to the
statement of the sickness of the
American white society, what
about the involvement of
intoxicated Indians in many of
the traffic accidents in San :Juan
County? In particular, two of our·
best friends were caught in the
path of a drunk 17-year·old
Indian youth and killed instantly
during a high speed chase through
city streets in late November·

• • •

Dear Customer:
Now you may set your own rates for checks written on your account a_t American
Bank of Commerce. As a Regular Checking Account customer, you can write as many
checks as you like and pay no monthly service charge, with a minimum balance of
$400.00.
In the past your account has been a Special Account with a charge of $.10 per. check.
Upon receipt of your next order for checks, or on May 1, _1974, your account will
automatically be changed over to a Regular Checking Account.
The change over in your account will not affect your present account number; or the
type of checks you are now using. The current charge for checks is $1.00 per 100; in
quantities of 100. Balances under $400.00 will be charged orily a small service charge;
based on the minimum monthly balance, regardless of the number of checks written.
MINIMUM BALANCE
CHARGE
no charge
$400.00 and over
$1.50
$300.0().$399.00
$2.00
$1 00.00.$299.00
$2.50
$ 00.00.$ 99.00
Thank you for banking with American Bank of Commerce. Should you have any
questions concerning the change over in your account, please contact our New Accounts
Department at 765-5066.
Sincerely yours,
Reba Thomas

• •

. Angers Student; Feels It's A Rip-Off

The American Bank of Commerce screws us
again!
I received this letter above and it brought up
several questions in my mind:
-Would I get my money back on the unused
checks which were paid for in advance at 10 cents a
check, or
-Could I get cted it for these check under the
new checking system, or
-If I closed my account, where or how would
get a refund for my unused checks?
I went first to the Bank manager on campus who
first said I couldn't collect anything on the unused
checks. However, after 45 minutes of debating he
decided that to satisfy me he would give me a
refund in !!xchange for the unused checks. I got my
money back because I was a pain·in·the ass. I asked
him how the other customers would know they
could get their money back. He had nothing to say
about this, so I felt I had to pursue the issue further.
I decided to call Reba Thomas, the person who
wrote the initial letter. She assured· me that of
course I would get my money back. I asked he.r

"What about others?" She asked me if I had to
worry about the other people.
Now, I wonder why they didn't make it clear in
the letter that people could get their money back
without calling first .. In short, they knew their
customers would by paying twice for checks; they
knew they would be making money off the
changeover; and they knew that people on the
average wouldn't call to find out about this-people
wouldn't even think to ask about it.
I then went to consumer affairs on campus who
sent a l!!tter to the bank asking them to send out
another letter to clear up the confusions about how
the changeover would affedt the prepaid checks.
The bank sent back a letter that explained nothing.
I spoke to Charles Pascetti, assistant vice-president
about sending out a second letter or posting a sign
on the school bank. Again I got nowhere.
After all this trouble I found that eventually
people could get their money back by going to the
back and handing in their unused checks. If you get
hassled, don't give up: The bank is taking your
money-don't let them.
Stuart Goldberg

More Support For Waitresses
Congratulations to Mary
Voldali for writing her
much· needed feature. on
"Wonder Why the Waitress
Hates You?" ! want to give
her and all waitresses (and
waiters) my support, not to
mention tips.
And I want to emphasize
her point-if you can't afford
to tip at least 15% of your

total bill, you can't afford to
eat out. Stay home.
Sure, it may be an archaic
system, to tip for service. But
the way to change this
particular system is not by
not tipping the waitress. You
only rub in the fact that she's
doing an incredibly tiring,
often degrading, job for far

less than a subsistence w<Jge.
If you care to change things
get a job as a waitress or
waiter, unionize, and make an
example out of one
restaurant.
If you don't want to do
that, tip or eat at home.
An Occasional Waitress
Ginny Calvin

Editor:
I did not say "that the people
who printed the Lobo were not
skillful enough to perform the
opet·ation of concealing something
under a black bar" as· stated in the
Thursday, May 2 Lobo. TI1e
statement was made by the author
of the article, Dick Kelleher.
I suggest that the people who
print the Lobo are' more skillful
than the people who write the
Lobo.
Janice Harding
585-58·1407

Lns Campanns, th~ junior womt>n's
is aJ;ain off<'rin~ n
s<•holarshhi lo nn outstanding woman
stml(lnt who will b" a junior this
<•omhw. fa)), Thn(' \\'ill b~ award~d one
$1 f> 0 st•holarshhl on uu.~ basis of
s<.•holasti<' mt.•rH and nC't'd. ApplicaUons
ar~ ;.l\'ailabh• at Uu.• Studt.•nt Aids oftir«.•,
illlc.l .should bet n 1tunwd by May 17.
honorarv~

Attitude Adjustment Haur

yourself a good time. Take you imagination with you. Go see
"Zapatera", a fine comic show with great music, gorgeous costuming,
and delightful acting.
Karen McMichael

Correction

one race is more to blame than
another.
Therefore, it's not the sickness
of the white society nor the
Indian society, but of sickness of
individuals within the society as a
whole.
Kayla Barbour
Jeanine Salmon
Residents of Farmington

DKIES

1 would like to urge all fellow students-before finals start-Have

New ABC Checking Account System

1973. The youth was never
brought to tr al to stand for l1is
actions, due to the fact that :1is
father is head of the Navajo Police
in Shiprock. Also, what about the
Indian girl who delivered a baby
in a Formington restaurant and
l~ft it in a trash can to die? Are
these crimes any less in degree
than the brutal murders of recent?
Granted, none of it is justified on
the basis of one race's prejudicial
acts against another race. The
problem of sickness doesn't lie i 11
one race or the other, but in the
individual. All crimes must be
judged on the situation, for no

Mixed

Directorship
Opening
Application forms for the
Directorship of the
International Center 1974-75
are available at the Center,
1808 Las Lomas N.E. and the
0 f fice of International
Progl'ams and Services,- 1717
Roma N.E. Candidates must
be full-time students in good
a.cademic standing and
experienced in international
relations. Dateline for
applications is May 15th.

SOc
Drinks

Mixed

SOc
Drinks

Minor Tune-ups-No Major Overhauls
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday

ITS FINALS TIME

Why waste time cooking?·
Save time and visit the Grinder Factory.
the Grinder Factory the first and finest Orinders in town.

ITALIAN
or

Submarine Sandwiches

"GRINDERS" as we call them.

THE RED, WHITE & GREEN
STRIPED ~HOP
Across Fr .. m Yc 1f: .,atk at
111 ''mvard S.E.
?(16-3232

(Also remember Bob McMahan for mayor, the most
.
honest man on the ticket, position 6a on the ballot)

-··

Women's Show Scheduled For Sunday
Bv HlC'H ROBERTS
• Of 'l'IH' L<•bt) S(at't'

"llqlliladns·-a lW\1' wny" is the name of tlw
show this Sundny in th<• I<:x:pNinwntal
ThPntl'<'. OqLiilnclns was tlw name of an Indi:m
\I'<H1H'I1·s

pl'itw<•ss and w:1s adopl<'cl hy a wonwn's collective
in nortlwrn ::>l<•w l\h•x:ico as a symbol of thl'
i'l'll\i nist ppjl'it.
'l'lw ,;h~w is a "collcciion of thcatn,, music,
ptwtrr n'ftd dane<' hy, for, and about women." It
includ<•s wonwn 's writin~s about the oppression of
wonwn st<•nunin!( from tmditional lifestyles and
(lllVil'OiltlH"Il ls,

"Th<• bcauliful feel in~ of being a woman who is
stt·ong and pmud of h~t· identity is what we want
to conV<'Y in ord<'t' to help 'our sistet·s learn about
tlwmselV<'S," said one of tlw co·diri'CtOI'S,
"We fe<•l that theater in Albuque1·que has been
closc>d to women," slw said. "We want to give

Business School Gets New Name
The UNl\f School of BushJC$S
and Administ1·ation will be
officially nam('d for tlw chairman
of tlw board of Atlantic Richfield
oil cmnpany in dl.'dication
ceremonil•s today.
Tlw school will be culled the
Rohet·l 0. And<'I'S011 School of
Business a11d Administrativl!
Sci•••wes.
Andv1·son is the la1·gest
shm·<'hold<••· in Atlantic Rich field.
U n d ,, ,. h i s d ire c t ion tlw
co1·pm·ation neal'ly triplNl in size.
And<•rson is !h<' largest
landoWnH in the Unitl'd States.
Hl' owns OV<'I' a million aen•s.
"HI' pmbably owns mo1•e of the
stat<' than any other individuul in

New Mexico," dean of the school
ol' businc'ss, Robert Rehde1· told
the LOBO.
Ancle1·son lives in Roswell
where he owns Lincoln County
Livesto<Jk.
Rehder said Anderson was an
active philanthropist. He's a
member of tlw A~pen Institute for
Human Studies and is chairman of
the Lovelacl' foundation.
• 'He's bl'l'n on eVl'I'Y major
philanthropic board in the
count1·y," Rehel<'!' said.
"He didn't make his mont>y al
the <~xpense of other people. "I
hope the school call live up to his
name.~'

He said the business school
Ita1> s~ssions on contraC«.'Jltion
and/or st•xuallty at lhc Student Jl('Qlth
Ctmtt·r •. room 220. •ruPsdays, 2~4 1>.m.

lt~llamh~

Ualloram. Frcmc-h uuthor ol

uTiw J'nwrit•un Ft'minism'', \VJil spt•ak
o.lfid dist'U!-.s "'.St•xis;m in l•"ranci• and tlw
l ... S.: Hn\\' It Difft•rs... in Mitc'h<>ll Hall,
lt!\1. 102, l·'rid•w at 3:30 J>,nt. J\
discussion will /(JJlow tht• tallc..
Y nu art• in\"it«'rl tn a cotft•c• ilnd

C'Onn•r.satton ()Jl l:ri. artr.rnoon in tlH1
II n nurs Ct•ut.t•r luunl!l' on -,.l1.tv 3,
2::l0.. 4:ao. Gut•sts -r.trt• Slu•lton Jarkson

Womc..•nss medical s ..•If·hl'ld an<l p.ap
cliniC' at tlu• Studt:"nt llt"alth Ctmtt•r,
room 220, Wc.>dm•sdays, 2·4 p.m.
!\-finimal <•hargt.•s for pap smc.oars.
Spc.•culums for sale.·.
Applic~ations for t hr• t wu annual
Grunsfil'ld Awards for history majors
will b<• availabJ4.' until ~1av 10. l•'orins
c•cm b(• pirkl'Cl up Jn tlw Studf'nt Aids

Offi<!t•.

During brc.>alc tilt." out-patit•nt and
scn'f('('S will be.• op<>n. trh<"
lntirmarv for in-path•nts will b<• t•lost•d
at. tl\(1 Studt'nt Ut>alth Ct•nter.
Nl1t..'r~cncy

and Jt•·rrv Kati'. 't<lt)lc: l,aratJSY<'hology

and r,·ramitl Powt•r.

ThC' rt•gular pravt•r mt•t•ling of tlw

Holand Ballonian will sJH"ak on l,.ri,
at 3!30 p.llt. on 11 St"XiSIU in r-~rum•t• and
tTS: How l>ors it Oiflt•t" ht ~litcholl
102.

'•Ottuidtadas--a n~w wa~·.'~ a
rol1t•ctior1 ot theatre, po~tnt and dance
b\· womrn. about womt'n and for
n; om(' n ~ will b(' presentttd in the
I<:xpcrimt•ntal Thratrc oti Sun.\ t\·Jay 5,
3 11.m. and 7:30 p.m. Th~ 7:30
pt"rformance is tor w<;mc.•n onty.
Donations ar<"('JlLc.•d. to hl' gi\'l'n to a
n·on'l<'nts roll('t'ti\"(',
Tlwrt> will be a ralJv Sat •• May 4, at
1 p.m. in Jtoos£>vrlt Pari~ to Ct'h:·brate
:..1a,· [)av. Tht'rl' wi11 bt" local si)C'akcrs

Islamic .Socit·l~· w!ll be hold l··rlda)' at
12:4:, p.m. at. tlw Univt1 rsity Mt.•morial
Chapf.ll.

faculty had cjiscussed naming the
school for Anderson for several
years but that when they brought
it before the regents the first time
they were in turmoil over the
objections to the appointment of
Regent Emmet Garcia and were
not able to approve the dt>cision.
He said a groundswell nf
support emerged this yeur so they
brought the decision to the
regents again.
Chairman of th<' Board of
R<'gcnts, Calvin Horn said
Anderson is "an outstanding New
Mexican and American."
Horn is a prominl'nt
Albuq Ul'l'que businessman.
Anderson is the director of the
Chasl' Manhattan Bank, Pan
Amcricun Airways, World Ah·ways
and CBS, and is a member or the
Council on I~conomic
Development and tlw Nutional
Petroleum Council.
He will be on campus all day,
speaking to businl'ss classes.

r

A SUNM will provide 'bus
service Tuesday, May 7, for all
those interested in voting.
Buses will leave every half hour
froin across the street from
H okona Hall and wi II take
voters to the Civic Auditorium
and bring them back. The
service wi II be operating from
10 a.m. until 3:30p.m.

8
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oat Your Dar Wlenerschnltzal
DER DIVIDEND ••• Free fOOd
or Drink

Now, on "Unconditionally
Guaranteed, " you have mellowed

out unbelievably. Everything in
you..r music used to be a
metaphor; now it is as slow as
love. You are doing what you calJ
'Lazy Music' on that new electric
ride," Magic Be" to "Happy Love
Song."
The most curious thing is "I
Got Love On My Mind," where
you say: "I can't make up my
.,....,. ........ -
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NOW AT ALL
3 LOCATIONS OF
4201 CENTRAL N.E. I 6901 LOMAS N.E.
5810 MENAUL N.E.
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Aimlieutions arc now being acce_ptcd
f<Jr th<• AsU:-:J\1 Lobby Comm. and the

.

Tit<• 1913·1974 t;X~! yuarbook, the
'-1ir.a~t·.. is sc•ht•dulNl to ai'ri\-'t' on May
1:t Ynu must han• ~·our f('Ct•ipt tn
rt•t't'f\'t' \•our t•opy. Srs. \Viti rcct•ivc..' a
lrt·l' ~1irt1Mt.' U ~·ou ai"P list.~(l un the lBM
prmtout us }..ttatluatitlg. last M•mt•st(•r or
thi!-0 nnt•.

2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)

John Budagher
for

Joseph J. Carraro
Full time City Council
District 3
Graduate of UNM, Major Political
Science. Former stockbroker and
financial consultant. Currently
small businessman-owner of
Carraro's Pizza

An Exhibition and Sale of
Fine Original Graphic Art
THE
TOMLINSON COLtECTI ON
an eutstandin& cellection ol eld and 1111dern &raphics

MAYOR

flkiy all 3 mur- .(~._
Holea) for Just 'I.Ob'

fG $2.00 wlue)

-

The time has come to:
*Stop growth
.
*Change the course of Albuquerque's
future
*Young and energetic, will not rip you
off.

Position C-6

ENTER t

_t!

I

mind who to love/Guess I'll have
to look up above to my love"
This lazy music has you
"Laying back and laying down" in
simplistic lyrics written by you
and your wife.
(The thing is the Capt'n hasn't
forsaken us. In this early rock
stylization he has evolved and
mellowed mindfully. Some call
this his best album; the Magic
Band has never sounded blitter,

thah a prete-nded feeling ol short-term
aceontp1 ish tt1ct'IC

GET YOURS
U~Uy VtWty Oueea

En vi ron mentalist

**********

J

1\cll<•r Hall on Tu•s., May 14 at 8:1&

Pnsi lions art.• (,pt•h on tht• 197 ..J~ 197 5
~·t•arbopk sudL _Prt•vious
t• x p <•fi t;n«t• \Vilh yt•arhooks IS not
rNIUirt•tl. Ali staff positions art• OP(Irl
inrhttli n·~ tJhotographt•rs, l•ditdrs, copy
t\'ti{L't!., proofrc.~.adt•rs, la~·out IH 1rsonlll'l
itml otfwrs. Call tht• alumni oUice al
277-5808 or .Jan Holland at 242•0i18.

''Buddha and the Chocolate Box"

j

.... f'.- ... _ ... ____ OOl',:r.,;a;:;>t<_ _ _ _ _ •

ILm. r··or no particular reason other

~~1

that are of this type are "Home in
th e Sk Y" an d "Oh
Vcry Y oung. "
.
As a whole this album is
pleasantly boring. The Cat has
b e c o m e w ash c d out i n
over-orchestration. He is lost in
his own arrangements. Everything
has started to sound the same.

I
I
I•
•
II
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~n evening of Student
Choreographic Works will be
presented by the UNM Theatre
Arts Dept. (Dance Division) at
8:00 p.m. Tuesday May 7 in
Rode)! Theatre. Admission is free .

..

t'

• 'B U D D H A · AND THE
CHOCOLATE BOX"
Cat Stevens
(A&M/SP 3623)
I usually do not obtain a Cat
Stevens album until he has done
at least one other.
For some reas6n I find a new
Cat Stevens a)Qum distant and
hard to get into.
On this newest of new Cat
Stevens' album I again find I am
unable to get into it; there seems
to be no substance. As usual there
are one or two songs catchy

t.,

.,,.- "<

**********

GLASS

ASU~!\1
Speakers Comm. 'fhe
conimittt•cs wiU b4;" operating during
tht• summt•r. Ap()Jications are a\•aiJable
it1 Uw ASUNM Studt•nt Governmt.!ht
offiN•, 2nd floor of tho SUB.

enough to make the Top 40 and
be enjoyed until they wear
themselves out. The two cuts on

~---•

•

I.. _

Da-dd Wright, a violinist. and Susan
GrL•llthouse-, a.. Pianist, will play a recital

in

Spott").

but I miss the bizarre beats and
the off-wack lyrics of Beefheart's
past.

The Albuquerque Dance ba1.1kground is req11ired, but each
Theater will offer two workshop session will be geared to the level
sessions taught by Whitney of the participants...•For more
Bergman, Paul Hindes, and Pamela information, call 24 2· 054 7,
Knisel. The sessions will include
both the study of dance technique
Gay Peoples Union invites you
and ventures with improvisation.
A performance, by students, of a watch fot posted info about tll• ir
mot1tain celebration, Sat., May 11. 'l'he
structured improvisation is also . IIClt't
COIIOtal meeting \VIU be .at ~he
being planned· toward the end of UN.M International Center, Tue.~;~.; MaY
21, 7:30p.m.
.
the <Jiasses.
Some modern .dance

There will be a Pub Board meeting
Wednesday. May 8 at 3:30 p.m. in
Journalism 212.

and t•ntt•rtainmf."nt.

Dr. 1\.1, Shafi, of Dik~~\.'()Od Corp.
willltiVt> a public_l('<"ture on HJslam: the
It(> li~io n 0 ( p {'ace" in the sun
Ballroom on Fri., !\lay 3 at 7:30p.m.
Talk witl be follo\\1<'11 bY a CIUcsllort
and ans\.\'er pt•riod. Refn•shm('nts will
bt• Sf."f'\'t•d,

"UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEEJ:t"
Captain Beefheilrt and the Magfc
Band
(Mercury/SR.MI·709)
* * "' HUDSON
*
B"
JEFFREY
3
Captain, oh my captain. Why
have you forsaken us? Some feel
you forsook us when you put
down your saxaphone that you
used to blow like the devil had a
hold on ya. You have gone
b11yond trout masks and licked
decals. About the time of The
Spotlight Kid" you picked up the
harmonica which you began to
play very nicely. Then, you
declared you were going to write
songs about women ("Clear

-

Dance C.lo'sses To Begin

The fall deadline for the New
Mexico Student Loan is May 15. Please
get your applications in early.

COMPARE THEN VOTE

:

.~

"Thero is no culture he1·e fo1· women to identify z
with. Wt• need other women to find strength in us ~·
so that we can help all our sisters. The pmduction
will show the love and strength l><~tween women. I g:
feel thE' show has positive <'llt>rgy. We have tried ~.
not to include negativity although our oppression
cannot be overlooked," she said.
it
Oquitadas will have two performances-one fm· q:
gt>neral audiences and one for women only, an idea
which came fwm a women's show at Bard College S
in New York.
8'
"One show was for women only and one show •
was mixed. The feelings were different. I felt unity
with the women's only show. There was more ~
positive energy and the performers seemed to feel 5'0
more at ease."
~
· Oquitadas will he performed Sunday, May 5, at _,
3 p.m. and 7:30p.m. in the Experimental Theatre ""'
in the Fine Arts Center at U.N.M.

women a chance to express themselves f1·eely and
creatively on stage."
The dit·cctors have been coll<'cting material fm·
ove1· two Y"ar~. They presented a wom"n's show
last y~a1·. Th"Y said this was to be a totally 1ww
and different experience.
"The material is all new and I think ouJ·
awareness has grown. It. was wl'itten by several
women playwrights and writers. We've taken it and
I'CVisl)d it for OUI' Own."
"In ·New York there is an abudnancc of
women's theater, while in New Mexico women's
theater is almost non-existent."
"This production is being sponsor!ld by lh!!
Theatre Arts Department and has received help
fmm Anne Kojola, instructor in costume design.
"But it is very different from typical Theatre
Arts productions; it is living theatre," a co-director
said.

Cat Stevens Goes ·wonkaCopt. Beefheort Zaps Out

>-'
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This. is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it
It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack..This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
Our HP·45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most pow·
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
L It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four(+,-, x, ""'·
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point throughout its 200-decade range.
Our HP·35 is the other.lt handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them.

Now at new low price-Call Holman's for details.
•

Hewlett-Packard makes the most

HEWLETT [hpJ PACKARD adv.tnced pocket-sized cOmputer
•
calculafors in the world.
401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
Phone 265·7981
Monday-Priday Bam-5:30pm
Saturday 8:30a m·4:30prn

Maslercharge BankAmericard

•i

•

A Wo.y With Words

•

Of the Lobo Staff

It was around eight o'clock
Wednesday night when I finnaly
went. bonkers.
1'he mad .ad man upstairs had
just'.'iricreased the paper to twenty
pages and, with the deadline
approaching, the situation was
getting desperate,
The editor was staring at his
typewriter with glazed eyes
repeating in a quavering voice,
"We're out of glue, we've got
twenty pages'to do and y.re're out
of glue,"
The Arts and Media editor was
out watching Buck Owens. A
screaming virago from the ASA
gallery was pacing the office,
demanding that her story be
rewritten. "I'll give a case of beer
to anyone who wants to write it
for me,'' she hollered
Perhaps it was the tone of voice
she used, anyway I stood up and
yelled, "It's shorter to Chicago
than by train !''
The editor stopped chanting
and looked at me. "Leave," he
said.
"AIIright!" I screamed,
"Allright! I was just leaving to
attend a poetry reading."
"Good,'' came the unanimous
response.
And good it was.
"It" was Gary Storm's poetry
reading that was being given in the
Honors Center. For Storm, an
English graduate student and
platter player for KUNM, "it" was
a first.
For me "it" was like being
freed from the prison of concrete
prose, the banality of journalese
where the word becomes
malevolent two hours before the
deadline.
Whether it was "Dogs,"
"Come," "Ampersand," or
"Arcana," the word took on
beauty in the form of poetry,
came to life, as it were,
Lacking the pomp and somber
pretentiousness of the archetypal
poet by bringing out the
humorous sense of the word, it
was evident that Storm enjoyed
language. Since language is a tool
that is sometimes used in the
LOBO as a "vehicle" of
communication, I thought that
for the last issue it would be
appropriate to have an exclusive
interview with someone who took
pleasure in living the English
language.
Living it? Everybody does; it is
just that a college education can
mislead the student into believing
that there is no connection
between books and life.
For a confirmation of the
falsity· behind this belief, Gary
and I talked of his being caught
and classified as "poet" in the
ethereal sense of the word.'
"I don't feel like a poet is
supposed to feel," he explained.
The emblemtic poet, the one
who "acts. as if he sees things
people didn't normally see,"
struck Storm as being unrealistic.
"Everybody has something to
saY,," he added, pointing out that
no one is devoid of poetry.
"1 teach creative writing at the
Community School, and some of
the kids are extraordinary," he
continued. "Encouragement is the
best part of teaching."
After receiving inspiration from
reading Joyce's Finnegan's Wake
out loud in his freshman year,
Storm decided fo start writing
poetry. Encouragement for his
poetic efforts were furthered
wheJ'I• he took a poetry writing
coutse from Gene Frumkin,
whose helpful attitude towards
those students unsure of
themselves has been a boon to
many a fledging poet.
For the gathering that heard

Frumkin's support· was not
fruitless. Thinking back on the
reading, I remembered an
unforgettable refrain from his
poem ·~Dogs."
"Dogs, I can't get the word out
of mind."
As in the poem, Gary explained
that one day the word "dogs"
suddenly came into his mind and
he was obsessed by it. In another
poem he explores the
permutations and conntations of
the word "come."
"It takes me a lot of time to
write poeins," Storm confessed,
"and 'Come' is five pages long."
"Come" is part of a group of
poems on single words that, he is
writing.
"I have a bunch of words
written on my wall," he said.
"For instance?"
"Pebrock and Phthisic are a
couple."
"That reminds me of the poem
'Ampersand' you read last night."
"Yes, when I found the word in
the Oxford English Dictionary I
thought it sounded beautiful. At
first I thought I'd write a
romantic poll, but is turned out
humorous."
"Your poems seem to display
that quality.".
"Yes, humor is a whole half of
life that is ignored in poetry. I
want people to laugh."
"Your poem that is a take off
on Wallace Steven's '11 Ways of
Looking at a Black Bird' ... "
"11 Ways of Looking at a
Brown Turd."
"Right, that poem is, to say the
least, extremely funny. How did it
come about?"
Gary smiled. "From my
perverse scatalogical imagination."
"Another of your poems,
'Popp' plumbs the hilarious
depths of foul language. From
what source did that poem
coine?' 1
"I got my inspiration from a
roommate of mine, Ken. When
anything bothered him, he would
rattle off an amazing selection of
curse words. Every time he did it;
I laughed. I decided to put the
epithets in epic proportions. I
took weeks colleting dirty words,
and came up with 246 obscene
expressions."
"What about your poem
'Aren~!?' Where did you find that

"'
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PortrQit Of The Artist
By JIM GRAF)BNER
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word?"
"l keep a notebook of all the
words I don't recognize I didn't
know where 'Arcana' came from.
In writing that poem I thought I'd
write about the word and then
look it up. When I did I found it
didn't exist. It was useful irony."
Seeking out the multifold
meaning of words is part of an
effort to be simple.
"I never could be simple,"
Storm said.
The realization of this problem
came to him though a direct
experience.
"One time I wrote a poem for
this girl. I felt aa though I was
wielding universes with my words.
I made it so you could read the
poem forewards, backwards,
vertically, and diagonally. She
read the poem and had no
reaction. It fell competely dead,
and I felt then, that maybe ·the
poem was too'complex."
"I noticed that your poems
that were accompanied by Art
Sheinberg on the cello were
simple in the hiaku style of
poetry."
"I wrote those by jotting down
any impression that came to me. I
turned fourteen of the segments
into poems. They are little hunks
of sound, little chuckles. •:
One of the poems goes like this
(imagine the cello):
sun streams
sun sheets
cooling steady fire
painted clouds
painted clouds
At this point some student
walked up to us and asked Storm
if he could play his viola with
them in the SUB the next day. He
wasn't sure.
"Should I call you, or you call
me?" his friend asked.
"Why don't we call each
other," Storm replied.
.
His friend left and I inquired as
to whether he would be around
next year. No, he was off to
Buffalo University to take part in
Medieval Studies and study the
"earliest chunk of recorded·
English language."
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Left: Phyllis Diller; Above:
Frankie Avalon.
'50s heartthrob Frankie Avalon
is wowing them at the Hilton
Inn's Cabaret Lounge through
Saturday night, backed. by
comedian Jackie Kahane .
Following will be Phyllis Diller for
a week, then Lana Cantrell, ,Lou
Rawls, Fabian, and Nancy W1lson
& Phil .Foster..
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1607 Carlisle SE at Gibson

PAPA
GINELLI'S·
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Monday thru Thursday
11 am to Midnight
Friday and Saturday
11 am to 1 am
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Phone 255-8320
Moving When
Classes Are Out?

J-.·i'-
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,A.: _.
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Laba Claaalflada

Choose any size Nationwide
trailer in stock. Choose any
destination where there is a
Nationwide dealer. Your Na·
tionwide trailer rental cost will
be only $15, with optional hitch
and insurance slightly extra. A
deposit now will reserve a trailer
for up to 30 days. Offer is limited
so get details and a. free moving
guide from:

Dol.... TI'ick

KIRKPATRICK.

•
•

Charlie Bens Exxon
4600 Central St.
255·0772

Councillor
Priorities .

District 3

Handicapped & Senior Citizens
Subsidized Housing Improvements
Day Care Centers
Neighborhood Recreation
Crime (return beat cops)
Controlled Growth
Southwestern Architecture Emphasis
· Mass Transit
Environment (am environmental engineer)_

Dave's Rentals

6725 4th NW

221 Juan labo NE

345-0382

298-9967

Carislo's Texaco

South Coors Plateau

1tl35 Gandelana NE

514 Coors SW

344·0968

836·9928

(Bring this ad to receive this special price.)

Nationwide
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Valley Rentals
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Y'all missed a good one
Wednesday night.
I".know you missed it because I
was the only one at the Caravan
East without real cowchips flaking
off my boots, and my hair was
longer than even any of the
women's: I haven't seen that
many beehives in 12 years.
Buck Owens & the Buckaroos
were the $7.50 attraction, and at
the last show-the 11 p.m. one
Wednesday night, the "dancing
allowell" show-who should turn
up to make it a two·for·one
package but country's golden boy,
successor to the Roy Orbison
falsetto title: Glen Campbell. He
had played a Civic Auditorium
concert earlier that evening, and
was hiding at a table at the end of
the dance floor when Buck called
him out.
Everyone else was plum tickled,
but I've never thought much of
Glen and hate to sec him take a
half hour out of Buck's time. It
turned out to be entertaining
though; Glen dragged his bass .and
banjo players along, and he
knocked out some decent guitar
licks himself. He started with the
standard "Kansas City," naturally
handled well the high parts of
Orbison's "Crying," then did
"White Lightnin'." The band and
the Muskogee Okie crowd had a
lot of fun with the next one,
dedicated. by Glen to his bass
player: the classic "Don't Bogart
That Joint," complete with the
entire rolling process mimed by
same bass player while he held the
"Rollllllllll .•. "note an obscenely
long time. They finished with
some fine banjo pickin', Don Rich
fiddlin ', and vocal harmonizing in
"Rocky Top."
Buck's crew did two numbers
by the Band during their set, "The
Weight" and another I can't recall,
and since long·time Buckaroo Don
Rich did the vocals on both of
them I figured he must be a
particular fan of theirs. When I
asked him about that he said Buck
and the whole band liked them,
and they had recorded several
Band so'ngs over the years.
Buck was the one I wanted to
meet, though, and I finally
managed it. He's a fascinating
performer: not overly endowed
with natural and outstanding
talent, except as a songwriter, he
has managed to become one of
the wealthiest (he recently bought
J. Paul Getty's old house),
steadiest (his first no. 1 song was
12 y e a r s
ago),
m os t-i nternationally·known
country entertainers ever. And
through it all kept his reputation
for being one of the nicest guys
yoU could ever meet.
I talked with him for a short
time the next day, at his hotel
while he was waiting for his flight
to Dallas or wherever, and found
out a number of interesting
things. He's been invited to play
in the People's Republic of China,
the first popular Am-erican
performer so invited. Right now
they're going through the red tape
the U.S. requires-the Chinese
have no such requirements, Buck
said-and it should happen early
next year, maybe even as soon as
November of this year. I'd sure
like to be there to see how they
react to the Buckaroo show, but it
won •t seem all that strange to
Buck, who rece!'1tly returned from
a Far East · toUr--""Hong Kong,
Japan (10 encores in Tokyo'),
Australia, Tasmania, New
Zealand. There was some
conversation about his buying a
house in Santa Fe-seems he had
been interested some time in the
past, but his recent purchase of

the Getty digs cancelled those
plans. No spring chicken, Buck
managed to get his hands, or his
eyes with the same message, on
every female within 100 yards,
good·naturedly of course, and
they loved it. I haven't seen that
much au to graph signing since
Fabian was here in '62.

* * *

ASUNM Senate hasn't got the
e"clusive rights on three rings
shows here-you should've seen
the LOBO office circus last night.
We had planned to go out with a
bang and kept a steady caravan of

si)(·packs flowing, but as if the
staff zanies we1·en 't enough we
had people coming out of the
walls (and eventually falling back
against them), dropping in to take
a last look at action journalism in
full swing.
Minturn, you can't keep this
up. You'll burn out by October.
But the unwashed masses are sure
gonna see some. good LOBOs
before that happens.

* * *
this is my last

Yeah
"Spare
Chaynge" column as Arts & Media
Editor, and no, don't worry, I'm
not going to get sloppy witl1 a
sentimental farewell. Being sloppy
drunk is bad enough, despite Karl
Vera's ravings from the corner
that it's the only way to write and
E. A. Poe ought to be majestically
praised if for no other reason than
for his outstanding working
habits.
I had this Great Idea several
weeks ago about thanking all the

people in my last column who
have helped make Albuquerque
more culturally tolerable over the
three years (off and on) that I've
had this job, But now I haven't
got space enough left to do it
right, and I'm sure I'd forget
someone important who would
never forgive me, so ...
(urn, lessee, only six more lines
and then I've got this jonah off
my back forever ... )
Well, you won't have Charles
Andrews to kick around any
more. Probably. Jon Bowman is
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Spectacular Production of Eastern European
Folk Music and Dances
A Company of 40!
r·
"''MONDAY MAY 6, 1974

8:05P.M.
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CENTER- KIVA AUDITORIUM:
Adults $3.00 Studenls & Children $2.00 •

•

Sponsored by: 51. George Greek Orthodox Church

•
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•

-Tickels Available AI Ooor-

:

For Morelnlormatlon Call247·9411

•
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do a hell of a job, He's already
kicking ass and making me look
bad. People keep asking me what
I'm going to do when I grow up: I
don't know what I'll be doing this
summer.
'Bye,

-

-----

The regular discussion mpcting of
the Islamic Society will ~~~ held on
Sunday, May 5 a.t 3
at 23 23
Katherine S.E., Bldg, 28, AI'~· 424. All
Moslems and other interested people
are welcome.

p.m.

ScoTCH
CLEANERS
Special For The.
Summer

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
UNIVERSITY DUQUESNE
I

i TAMBU

now officially the new LOBO Arts
& Media Editor, and he's going to

U.N. M. Streaker Uniforms
Cleaned Free!!
Regular Cleaning done at
a 5% discount with
U.N.M. 1.0. Card
Come in Now and Get Cleaned Up

....

4 LOCATIONS
Wyoming & Constitution/Carlisle & 1-25
San Mateo & Kathryn/5337 Menaul NE

FIESTA STEREO SALE
®PIONEER

Panasonic

SX626 &
SX525
Stereo Receiver

Several Models
including 818

H
Stereophone
Cartridge
most omodels

Stereo Receiver
With 8 trk recorder
min. price was 239.95

Va off! ·

KLH Convenient Components
Radio Phonograph _
Scotch Cassettes
Buy 2 get one free

Low Noise
High Density

Save up to 25% of original price
· -Garrard & Dual Changers
-Powerful RMS Output
-Acoustic Suspension Speakers
*Model 34 now 239.95
*Model30 now 309.95
·*Model 35 now 424.95

many other specials not llstedl

Now 219.95 ·

Stereo
Cassette Deck
withDOLOY
only 149.95

3011 MO\'TE VISTi\ U:.
DIAL :!55-1694

IN.. ar Glr•rd & C.•tr•l N.E.l
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Copitolism, Women's Fote

Explored by Rowbothom
To me, the power of
Rowbotham's book is la1·gely in
her ability to describe the utter
impmtance of the issues of the
women's movment. She
uncl~rstands tbnt the c-:-onomic
* * *
By GINNY CALVIN
freeing of women only peels orr
"Even liH' equal exploitation of the first layer of a role tlrat goes
women in capitalism would deep, to the centm·, of' most
r('quir~> such t'undam('n!al changes
women.
in work and at home that it is
''Women's Conscio11sness;
vei'Y hard to imagine how they Man's World" is a strange
could be effected while capitalism book-in many ways it's like a
su1·vivcs," concludes Sheila fundamnetal reader on the
Rowbotham in her book woman's movement and I want to
..Woman's Consciousness, Man's give it to ·all the men I've met on
ll'orld." The book is n ai1·plancs or had dinner with who
careful-and passionate-analysis say, "Come on, Ginny, how on
of the women's movement from earth could you be so STUPID as
the point of view of a British to be upset by the use of the word
Communist. She believes there is Mankind, the universal/1e; that's a
an u1·gent need to make an genedc term-it's used in all
offensive Ol'ganization which is western languages to mean
capable of overcoming the human. There is nothing sexist
tl'emendous resources of the about it!" The fact that it is used
advanced capitalist state, and the in all existing languages,
"the substitution of the women's demonstrates our profound
movement for such an alienation from any cultur~> which
o 1·ganization would he most can generalize itself. And don't
tell me when I feel alienated,
evidently absurd."
buddy. I've spent long enough
True.
True? It is true that the being calmly, placidly alienated
Women's Liberation ·movement in and now I'm pissed and alienated.
the u:s. will never be able to oust I've spent 20 years switching sex
capitalism from its stranglehold to identify with. the real person in
on American people, but it is also most of what I read, seeing
true that no Communist women from Henry Miller's point
l'CVolution has ever succeeded in of view (I exaggerate, I wasn't
turning women into people. Both reading Miller at the age of four).
struggles-movements, And now I want you io read this
ol·ganizations-are needed if book and get a basic grasp on
society is to be made more what language is all about.
human.
"\\'01\IAN'S CONSCIOUSNESS,
l\IA!II'S WORLD''
Slwila Rowbotham
(Pelican/$1.95 paperback)

NYC Artist
Joins Team
A New York City artist will
join the UNM art department in
the Fall semester.
Sonia Gechtoff, 48, wife of
James Kelly, will be an associate
professor of art. She is currently a
lecturer in the are departemtn at
Queens, College in Flushing, N.Y.
Prof. Gechtoff graduated from
the Philadelphia College of ARt in
1950 and received a Ford
Foundation fellowship to study at
Tamarino Lithography in Los
Angeles in 1963.
Paintings by Prof. Gechtoff
have been exhibited in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, New York
Cjty, Minneapolis, University of
Texas, University of Oklahoma,
Florida State University, and Sao
Paulo, Brazil.

May 5·10
UNM
Art Educators
" May 13·16
UNM Architects
May
Sale of Graphic

Art
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But when I think seriously of
urging people to read
Rowbotham's book I see the
pl'Oblem ol' trying to say anything
to Americans that is connected
with Communism: people cith(•r
get that McCarthy·white-nosedlook or else insist that any
Communistic solution to an
American p1·oblem is 'so
unrealistic, so hopelessly
idealistic, th~t there Call be
nothing of value in it. Sometimes
I did feel dead-ended 1·eading this
book; Rowbotham writes that the
social situation of women "should
be understood not in te1·ms of a
conscious plot [on the part of
males] but as a way of seeing the
world which comes directly from
a specific material situation which
the rulers seek to maintain." It's
difficult for Americans to see an
American ruling class-it's
difficult to see any design in the
endless repetition of Taco Bells
and concrete. Perhaps
unfortunately, it seems to me that
the U.S. is .one country which
could, l'Cnomically, function very
well under Communism but is one
of the least likely countries in the
world to ever "go Communist."
If one can look at
Rowbotham's book apa1·t from
her overall thesis that what we
really need to do is overthl'Ow the
advanced capitalist state, there is
still a great deal of very good
insight into the women's
movement. She concedes that we
cannot "afford the misconceived
purity which does not go for
immediate gains"-the right to
equal pay for equal work, equal
opportunity in all fields and at all
levels of employment, equal
persuasion-from all those forces
which socialize both men and
women-to create and work in a
way which society recognizes and
pays-in some, the "immediate
gains" of equal exploitation.
She criticizes the tendency in
some feminists to "deny all
culture because everything that
has been created, all universal
values, all notions of what we are,
have been made in a society in
which men have been dominant."
The problem with rejectin!l
everything, or inverting existing
male values to make a female

•

:>.
•

HAVE A NICE
SUMMER, _AND
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL GRADS.

by an act of will, and to isolate
women as a g1·oup from men. This

culture out of everything not
male, is that the distortions of
opp1·ession arc perpetuated. The
r~jection of all cultm·e, culture
that is male defined,' merely
p1·oduces a 1·eactionary condition
that is a mil'l'Ol' image of an
ah·~>acly wa1·pecl, oppressive one.

~

sort of scpm·atist, almost "l't>malc
supremacist" atttiudc ass\tmes
that womPn have heen
uncorrupted hy opp1·cssion.

~
I l'ecommcnd "1\'oman's K

Consciousness, Man's World" to ::;·
any male who won't be freak(•d 0
out by the idea of Communism, iii'
ami to any female who thi11ks her ~
position is the only col'l'ect onf'.

She c1·iticizes the tendency that
I f1·equen tly see in the women's
movement to demaml change in
the soical relationship of the sexes
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STADIU
CONCERT
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Break away from the
Final Exam Load.
·Free Delivery
0
c-.a-r('l\F
u~
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featuring

~i~~
'4Zr~

~e~ 'J/or/l ~1}/la ....,.

106-B ·Cornell, S.E. Rear Entrance

268-2300

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS

VACATION

plus

.Boz Scaggs
Lynerd Skynard
James Cotton Blues Band
Marshall Tucker

AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the mcreased standby air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

UNM Stadium
Tuesday_, May 2l-6:00 PM

GREYHOUND SERVICE

TRAIL

!l d!•purturt>~ il d<iy
l d!'JldrlurP~ il day
J d!'pMiun•' <1 d,ly
l dl'pilttun•., <1 da~·
7 dPpdr!Urt'' d dav

HAUS

.

yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms • assistance
401 romero, n.w•
old town 243-0655
10·6, closed mondays

SALES-RENTALS-SERVICE
1031 San Mateo SE-256-9190
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ROUND TRIP RUNNING
FARE
TIME
to Gallup
to Row,rpiJ
to Rulon

2l.'i!l

to Clov"
to f U( llll1<'drl

20.1!!
fh.<J()

I W'i
17.'1'1

21m
4 hr'
'i hr'
.J hr,

4'l min
IS mir1
4S min

4'i.rnrn
4 hr' 20 Ill ill

Ask your agent about additional deparwres and return tnps.

.
Your Hiking & Backpacking
Specialists Since 196 7 ·

fib;rcraft materials

GREYHOUND BUS DEPOT
301 MARQUETTE NW
243-4435
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Greyhound

A change for the better

..

Tickets $5.50/Students $4.50
•

Now Available at Student Union Ticket Office,
Gold Street Circus, Reidlings Downtown & Candyman in Santa Fe
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UNM Lobo.

want to play botte~. 11
Fired up 1111 tbe LobQs were, they
lo~t the three game ~>Crilffi tc tht~
WildcatJ~~, loliln~t twice aCtor th()y
hnd t.he lead.
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Golf, Track, Tennis Championships
Will Be Decided Here, May 10-11

By The SPORTS STAFF
May 10-11. Between the two June 6·8.
Since this is the last publication three-game series the Lobos will
TENNIS: Coach Joe Ferguson's
of the Lobo and UNM sports is far take on N.M. Highlands on May 7 netters will try and stay above the
from finished, the sports staff has in Las Vegas, NM.
.500 mark as they complete their
decided to list what will be
W!!dnesday the Lobos took a dual meet season next Tuesday
happening in athletics during the pair from Adams State winning and Wednesday ag<tinst BYU and
next three weeks, Three WAC · 5-4, 3·2.
ASU. UNM then hosts the WAC
championships are yet to be
Presently the Lobos are 3-9 in championships May 10·11.
decided and all three will take WAC play and 24·20 overall ..
Two wins in Colorado last week
place here in Albuquerque, Coach Bob Leigh has never had a upped the netter's season mark to
unfortunately at the same time. losing team during the nine years 10·8 but both BYU and ASU have
Tennis, track and golf conference at UNM.
formidable teams. At Tempe
championships will all be held
earlier
this season, the Sun Devils
TRACK: Coach Hugh Hackett's
here May 10-11.
edged the Lobos, 5·4.
Lobos,
1-3,
complete
·
their
dual
BASEBALL: Leigh's
Arizona rates as the
meet season Saturday night (7
conference
favorite with ASU,
p.m.) at University Stadium
.UNM,
and
BYU as the top
against Colora,do and then host
challengers.
the WAC track and field
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Linda
championships May 10-11.
Estes' netpersons complete their
Hackett said UTEP is the season this week in Provo, Utah
conference favoril;e with UNM, whe.re they are taking part in the
BYU, ASU, and Arizona behind Western Tennis Conference
the Miners. In the indoor championships.
championships UTEP, BYU, and
The ASU Sun Devils are heavily
UNM finished 1·2·3.
favored to win in this new
The championships begin at 7 conference which formed last fall.
p.m. Friday (though the UNM is led by Joanne Boehning,
Decathlon will be all day, both recently named the women's
days) with the hammer, discus, tennis MVP by the Daily Lobo.
six·mile run, and steeple chase
GOLF: The Lobo golfers have
being completed the first night. but two more tournaments left on
the year, one of them being the
WAC which UNM will host May
10·11.
The other one is the Sun Devil
(Photo by Sue Keith)
Invitational, which is currently
By GREGORY LALIRE
being played in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Frederick Flings: Steve
Executive Sports Editor
The
Invite will last through
The Lobo regrets misquoting
Frederick, Lobo discus
Saturday.
Some of the nation's
UNM Coach Tom Rivers in
thrower, has a seaspn
Wednesday's sports. Rivers was top golf contenders are at that
tourney includiJg NCAA
best toss of 162-8 but
quoted as saying "We played like
runnerup
Oklahoma State, Long
hell" concerning a game played
needs a 165·0 Saturday
Beach
State,
one. of the top ten
Tuesday between our Lobos and
to qualify for the WAC
teams
in
the
nation, San Diego
Arizona State.
State, San Jose State (4th place
championships here May
The action Saturday (May 11) finisher at the nationals last year)
10-11.
again gets underway at 7 p.m. All and UNM's top WAC competition
Diamondmen have but seven the other events will be decided BYUand ASU.
The 54·hole three day
games left on their schedule, six that night.
The tracksters season goes on tournament will be played over
of them conference contests. This
weekend they host Arizona State after the championships with the the huge, 7 200·yard par 72
which is the only team with still California Relays (at Modesto) McCormick Ranch Golf Club in
some chance of catching Arizona May 25, the John Kennedy Games Scottsdale.
Here is how the golf team has
for the Souther Division title. The (at Berkeley) June 1, and the
fared so far this year: Pan
other three WAC games will be in NCAA track and field
El Paso against the UTEP Miners championships (at Austin, Texas) American Invitational~9th, New

Correction

Undergraduate Seminar Program
for semester I, 1974-75
Brochure of Courses is Now Available
in the
Honors Center

A ·schedule of these one-credit hour seminars
with descriptions is available at the Honors Center
office (SW corner of Zimmerman Library).
Courses are open to all undergraduates-no
prerequisites. Emphasis is on discussion and student participation. Enrollment limited to 15 students in each course.
For· more information go to Honors Center, or
· call ext. 220 1.

'

.

Mexico State Invitational-4th,
Aztec Top Ten-9th, Fresno State
Classic-9th, Far Western
Intercollegiate-15th, All America
Intercollegiate-6th.

What Coach Rivers actually said
was "We played like heck."
"I have never sworn on or off
the field in my 16 years as head
coach at UNM," Rivers told the
Lobo yesterday. "I'm sorry to see
something like this happen 1and
you better make damn sure ·you
clear it up."
This is actually the 17th year
for head coach Rivers at UNM.
May you have 17 more glorious
ones, Tom.

The right kind of leadership

HARRY
FOR MAYOR

;,i.

, __

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates: 10~ 11er word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6t
per word per day with a 60~ per day
minimum charge for ads llUblished five
or more ronsecutive days,
Terms: Payment must be made in full

prior tQ ins~rtion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 206,
or b11 mail

Classified Advertising
'UNM P.O. Box 20
A!~uquerque, N.M; 87131
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PERSONALS

SERVICES

NEED TYPING? Call New Mexico Edi·
LOX, BAGELS and cotreecake brunch for
type for fast service. 266-4567;
5/3
four. Delivered to you on Sunday, May
12, AM. $5,00. BeMfit Jewish Nursery
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbonSchool. Call 266-6641..
6/3
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
---·----~·
. WANTED TO Rli:NT 2·3 bd hoUI!e, un.
4/30
rates. 298-7147.
furnished, near University for faculty
TADOO TATTOO'S latest In akinetic art.
6/3
couple, 266·0718 or 277-6611.
Astrological 11igns. ,Beautiful designs &
JOHN~ BUDAGHER NEEDS your help .to
colors. 877-9181. Ray.
li/3
change the course of Albuquerque's fuT'll'PING, revising, edition and research:
ture-:-Young, progressive, a TRU Envireasonable rates: UNM experience. 266ronmentalist. Position C·6-Mayor._ .~{3
2~14.
6/3
owens-o;;;;?=o w E.N s 11 - <Dist. 3,
LEGAL
SERVICES.
UNM
Law
School
May 7.)
6/3
Clinical Program otren legal services
. tor students and staft. Furnished by
NEED RIDE to New Jersey area, call
qualilled law students under facultJ au•
Larry, 299-9297.
6/3
pervislon. Availability limited to those
WANTED SOMEONE FLUENT in
whose assets and income do not exceed
Spanish for intensive conversational exestablished guidelines. 60¢ rcgi~Jtratlon
posure. 265-0449.
6/3
fee, Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for In·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
~MAN·fo~- the job-Margaret Ow-;;;
by Associated Students of UNM.
ttn
(Dist. :n .
6/3
4) F9R RENT
EXPERIENCED photographer wants com·
plete darkroom and equipment to rent
I WANT TO RENT or sublet furnished
for the summer. Call 243-7212.
apt or furnished house July-August. Any
location. J. .Berryma'tl 1 West Main,
WANTEI);""'~l'Y critic for my revoluAshby, Mass. 01431.
6/3
tionary women's lib manuscript. Must be
open·minded and scientific, · Will share
LARGE
ONE-bedroom
:Apt.,
two
bloeks
book royalties after publlcatio,n. E.S., 205
from UNM. Open May 18, $126/mo. Call
Columbia SE, #6.
'
5/3
266-6789.
6/3
WON'T YOU PLEASE, please help me?FOR
SUMMER-2-bdrms,
furnished,
4
Find a 2-bdrm home, fairly cheap, maybe
blocks UNM, PrlncetQn SE, 266·4137.
cl011e to UNM. Quickly 1 We wiiJ be out on '
6/3
the street by June l I Call 266-3433 if
you know of such a place,
6/3
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the young and
RIDE NEEDED: Miami or anywhere
·
the young at heart, Rents atart at $130.
Fla. May U approx. 268-5589,
5/8
Large swimming pool, 1520 University
NE. 243·2494.
5/8
WOLFGANG JARAMILLO -Enough exJierience to know, enough youth to unNEED
TO
SUBLET
furnished
apt,
for
7
derstand. Write-In for Mayor May 7. 6/3
weeks beginning June a, preferred walk·
ing distance from UNM. Need 2 bedrm
IF YOU THINK you're pregnant ct are
for family of three. V .Palazios, 836 East
confuaed about it, can AGORA 2771st
South, Salt Lilke City, Utah, 84102.
3013 or come by the NW corner of
'
5/3
Mesa Vista. There are many avenues to
explqre. Let's explore them aU.
4/26
SUBLET FOR SUMMER - Efficiency apt.•
6 blocks UNM. $60 month. 842-6688. fi/3
DON'T KNOW THE ROPES ON CAM·
PUS? We can help In ftndlng ftnance
TWO BEDOOM, waeher-dryer, utilities
for schooling, scheduling cluaes, or ad·
paid. No pet., $180 starting May 16,
vlsement. ProJect Consejo-Peer Counsel1974. Two boys or girls. $60 depoait relnir. Mesa Vlata, Rm 2035, phone 2'17qulr~. ~~!i.:,!!~_2, 218 Terrace SE.
5/3
2530.
6/3
TWO BEDROOM furnished apts, security
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'I You
bldg,, laundry, BUQ's, 4 blocks from
have frlenda who care at Blrthrlsht.
UNM. The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, Man·
247-9819.
ager, Apt. #1. 256·6780 or 268·3619. 6/3
KACHINA HOUSE, 2 blocks UNM, 1 bed2) "'LOST & FOUND
room, $150. 2 bedroom, $190. Includes
utilities. 301 Harvard SE, 266-6348. 5/3
LOST-FEMALE WHITE and black long
0
haired flufty cat. 3-46-2028.
fi/3
TWO & THREE bdrm houses. Near UNM
ct downtQwn. 242·781<1.
5/8
FOUND: F~ale Auatrallan Shepherd
Cross: late April 29 near Anthro Bldg,
ONE, TWO 6 THREE room elftclencles
897-0274.
5/3
furnished. Ntilr doW'JitQwrt & UNI'tf. 242~U
M
LOST If Aprll 19-Conatltutlon•.Tetrerson
area, Recently spayed, young, red, female
LEASE FOR SUMMER SEMESTER. Lu.
caya House Apt. Lead ct Maple from
Irish Setter-"Brandy/' Reward II 299·
Un
$115/mo. 843-'7632 and 265·9593.
6701 264-2137,
6/3
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS, Adobe
LOST: Gray tiger-striped kitten in vicinity
Styl-1 6 2 Bd1. Fum. 6 Unfum.ot Lead and Columbia. Please cail 268·
Utllltles Included. Pool, tru barbeque,
8238, Mary.
li/3
large bakonla, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
FOUND: Kitten-White w/gray liJIOt on
from UNM. Waterbed• permltt.d. From
forehead around College Inn, Please call
SlfiO.OO. 8201 Marquette NE-2811·8071.
242-0420.
6/8
Rtudent. ct profet~~~on welcome Ill
LOST fn Cold,nbfa·Lead vicinity: Male
ROOMMATE WANTED for large house.
Collie-Shepherd. Gray, 6 weeks, REThree blocks from UNM, $60, 842-0820.
WARD, Ann. 266·2596,
li/3
6/3
SUBLET HOUSE May t.Sept. 1 - $76
LOST: Cat--Gray.:wblte, gray a pot on
month. Air-conditioner. 119 Princeton
chin, anawen to Milhouse, 265·4137. 6/8
SE, Apt. 3, 6-8 pm. Leave metlllage, 277•
2511..
li/8
3) SERVICES
TYPING DONE FAST mM Selectric,
$.60 per page. 897·0990.
fi/3
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION phoa,
Lowest,__~~~· In town. faat. piiMtn•·
Near UNM. CaD 2115-244' or come to
171'1 Girard N,IC.
LANDSCAPING a LAWN . JIAINTEN•
ANCE. commercial a residential, call
898·9011. 843-9431.
6/3
DIAGES---PORTRAIT.PASSPORT.a~

plication pboqraphl. Clole, ~ulelr, Hne.
2312-A Central SE. Behln4 Battertleldl.

281·1117.

.,.

5) FOR SALE
.

'71 HONDA 460 muat sell now SliOO/oft'er.
266-7519.
5/8
MUST FIND good home for 11ure-breed
Weimeranel'l!l by Fri. Any reasonable
ofter. 266-1388.
6/3
RALEIGH 10-speed bicycle for sale. Three
months old, excellent condition. 277·2088.
.
li/8
GIBSON ES.326 electric guitar, cherry-red.
Two plck.:ups, $360. Also Barcua-Bem:v
acouatic :pick-up. Mickey, 281-3863~ li/3

FRIDAY
Vice. And Vena.

Mick. Jagger.

And Mick Jagger.

performance.
A Goodtimes Enterprises Production from Warner Bros. in Technlcolor. .

1 •Q •11

~~ON«•u•~•ttto

·$1.00

5)

FOR SALE

TURQUOIS~

& DIAMONDS set In sro]d.

Unusual engagement and Wedding rings.
Charly Romerq, 268-3896.
6/3
RALEIGH SUPER COURSE, toe clips, excellent condition, $130, Call 277-4881, 6/3
BICYCLES, Lowest prices on finest quality
European make!!; afternoons, 843-9378.
6/3
SAVE GAS I HONOA 460cc Scrambler
1972. 7000 mi., excellenj; shape, 266-4636,
6/3
$760.
HEALTHY BLACK BELGIUM Shepherd
cros11 puppies, $10, 898·0614.
6/3
SPA MEMBERSHIP. (year) $8.25/mo. $25
transfer fee. Evenings, 299-7873.
6/3
KLH MODEL l1 portable stereo, turntable,
FM, Spealwrs~ Excellent condition, $125.
6/3
266-7298.
SPA MEMBERSHIP, $8.73/month. Call
._2l2-,!1.~Y, 268:!~.;.
6~
1966 FORD ECONOLINE camper. Asking
$650. 766-6860. Also, old upright piano,
6/3
Needs refinishing, $96.
'72 KAWASAKI 500, excellent condition,
5/3
$826. 268-1952.
WE HAVE NITE STANDS from $19,.
headboards from $16, mirron from $16
plus assorted mattresses, chests, dressen,
etc. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo NE, open seven dft!S a week. tfn
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE, built in
buttQn holer, blind heamer, monograms,
sews on buttons, etc. $49.95. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE, open
seven days a week.
.
tfn
CLOSE-OUT ON CONSOLE and Component Stereos. Some slightly damaged,
Prices reduced up tQ 60 per cent. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE, open
seven days a week.
tfn
PHILHARMONIC TUO or NIKKO 2020
AM-FM multiplex receiver, Garrard full
size turntable with cueing device with
Shure mag cartridge, optional 2 matched
large 12x24 walnut finish cabinets with
12" woofers, 5" midrange, 8" tweeten.
Value $G49-eaeh a245 or terms. Call
House of Sounda, Inc., 1621 4th NW. '7661903.
6/3
MUST SELL-'67 CUTLASS around $660,
Excellent condition. 268-7607.
5/3
AKC ALASKAN Malamute puppy, brood
bitch, black & white, good-looking and
good personality, a125. 266-4469. Tom or
Corless, keep calling.
5/3
SKIERS I ROC,_660's w/Nevada bindl~;.
$126. Used one year;· (Need caeh.) Call
nights, 266-50U.
6/3
SEVEN PIECE LUDWIG drum set and
Zildjan cymbals. Must sell Immediately.
neat offer, Bruce, 877·8926.
5/8
LOCKING CAR TOP CARRIER - 14
cubic feet-used once, $36;266·4883. 5/3
'64 FALCON, 6-cyln., good condition. Economical, must sell, $125, 266-6205. 5/3
BROWN VINYL COUCH and chair, $36,
266-0066.
6/3

5)

FOR SALE

FENDER PRECISION BASS w/case, excellent condition, super deal, J:>aJ>y, Will
negotiate. Call when the I!Un has sunk.
266·6014.
6/3
STEREO SPEAKERS, 3-wa:v speaker system, 24" x 16'' walnut finish cabinet, 12"
Woofer, 6" Midrange, 3"Tweeter, crossover. Full warranty. Value $299 demonstrator model!! only $79;61) per pair. Call
766-1903.
6/3
COMPLETE TEN GALLON AQUARDmM
set-up, $20. Rossignal StratQ 102, 190cm
with Soloman 602 bindings, skiied one
season, $160 or best offer. 299-1898. 6/3
BACKPACKERS - come inspect New
• Me;!dco'11 most complete selection of
equipment at Back Country Sports, 2421
San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
fi/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 6 & 10 apeeda,
from $79.96, Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE .BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
Un

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEED A JOB? Me tQo, Help me on elec·
tion day, I'll help you with your prob·
Jems. John Budagher for Mayor, Position
C-6.
5/3
WANTED-Full-time computer program•
cr. Must be business-orientated and know
COUOL well, multi-division and multibranch comPanY" with many benefits.
Salary open. Send resume to Data Pro-.
cessing Dept,, P.O. Box 26026, Albuquer6/3
que, New Mexico, 87126.
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed. Men
and Women. Call YWCA, 247·8841. 5/3

7)

AGNEW . . . .
dishonest for personal gain by
means of fraud, deceit, cheating,
or like conduct, absent the most
compelling circumstances not
shown to be present here.
"Accordingly, the name of the
respondent, Spiro T. Agnew, will
be stricken from the roles of those
authorized to practice law in this
state.
"It is difficult to feel
compassion for an attorney who is
so morally obtuse that he
consciously cheats for his own
pecuniary gain that government
he has sworn to serve, completely
disregards the words. of the oath
he uttered when first admitted to
the bar, and absolutely fails to
perceive his professional duty to
act honestly in all matters."
Agenew's attorney, Leon H. A.
Pierson, said he planned to
contact Agnew Friday to see if
the case should be pursued any
further.
"I don't think he'll do it. I
think he'll probably accept it,"
Pierson said.

COUPLE TO RUN food conc:e111ion • at
Princess Jeanne Pools Summer, 268-9169,
298-6092.
5/8
SUMMER JOBS FOR STUDENTS. FuU or
part time. Call 268-7172.'
5/3

STILL LOOKING for a candidate'l Try
John Budagher for Mayor. he won't rip
you off. Position C-6.
li/8
I WANT TO RENT or sublet furnished
apt. or fumiahed bouse .Tulr-August. An:v
Joeation. .T: Berryman, West Jlaln,
Ashby, Mua. 01431.
5/8

WANTED TO BUY, Stereoe, TVa, bikes,
typewriten; cameras, apeaken, etc. Gunrunner Pawn, 3107 Central NE.
6/3
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE- AU con•
tributlons not used in the laat lsaue can
be picked up In Rm 206 Journalism. Ap·
plicatlons for next yean staff are being
taken. The ftnal l1111ue of the Thunderbird
will be distributed during closed and ftnal
weeks In the sun, Library and Rm 205
Journalism.

Thou shalt not flunk.
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theatre
3405 c!"'NTAAL. NE: 265•0200
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BETTER PLANN
COULD
GIVE OUR ·CITY REAL CLASS
PROF SEEKS COUNCIL DIST. 9
N,ew Mexico Daily Lobo
Wednesday,. Apri/3, 1974
Marion M. Courell, 44a UNM civil
engineering professor is seeking elec~
tion on May 7 to the City Council
from District 9. Cottrell said he ran for
the City Commission in 1971
because of his concern for Albuquerque of the future.
"That future is with us now," Cottrell said in announcing for the 1974
race. "Our future is now; tomorrow.
"The leadership of this city should
be committed to solving some of the
problems which have been generatl!d
by explosive uncontrolled growth and
sprawl. Specifically, we need to consider the quality of our urban environ·
ment. A city must be more than a site
for a concentrated population. It obviously has to provide economic opportunity and adequate housing and
services for the residents. It should
provide them well and efficiently. In
addition, a city should be a place of
beauty, a place for recreational and
cultural growth, a community.
"I have previously raised questions
on the quality of life in Albuquerque
and dealt with a number of specifics,"

Marion Cottrell

t>:l

~o

(continued from page 8)

MISCELLANEOUS

CIMARRONCITA BOYS CAMP has opening for counselor to teach craft.. For Interview, call 242-3448.
li/3

i

Cottrell said. "I will throughout this
campaign be discussing Albuquerque
tomorrow, the city that Albuquerque
can be."
Cottrell said some of the major
issues he will concentrate on are, land
use and comprehensive planning,
public transportation, crime, and
growth.
"Planned, sensible growth consistent with our environment and our
economic needs carries a high priority.'' Cottrell said. "Emphasis 'should
be on the quality of the community."
Cottrell feels there should be
"open and responsive government,"
and proposes that not only should
council meetings be open but broadcast by radio.
Other issues of concern, Cottrell
said are the city's role in consumer
protection, financial home rule. the
city's relations with the state legisla·
ture.

MARION M. COTIREL.L
FOR YOUR COUNCILLOR
DISTRICT 9 Ballot Position 13C
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